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News In Brief_

IS) the Associated Press

ALCOA, Tenn. — For the moment, life goes on in the city built
entirely by the Aluminum Company of America about 70 years
ago. But if the 3-day-old strike by aluminum workers stretches into the summer, all 6,780 Alcoans can expect to be touched by the
picketing.
OTTA WA — Canada, striking back in the shakes-and-shingles
war, will impose import duties amounting to more than $55
million per year on some U.S. publications, computer parts and
other products.
WASHINGTON — Government officials dismiss a complaint
by anti-union forces against a precedent-setting agreement between General Motors and the United Auto Workers union aimed
at restoring domestic carbuilders' competitiveness against a rising tide of Japanese imports.
Today's highlight in history: On June 3, 1963, Pope John XXIII
died at age 81, ending a papacy marked by innovative reforms
within the Roman Catholic Church.
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TOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Lotigar
Timms by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1016 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — a.m.-S
p.m. Monday thrsa Friday, II
a.m..12 p.m. Saturday.

CONFEDERATE MEMORIAL DAY — Members of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy joined Calloway County JudgeExecutive George H. Weaks in placing a wreath at the Confederate Memorial statue on the courthouse square in Murray
this morning. From left are J.N. Williams Chapter members
Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Glen Hodges,
chapter president Inez Claxton, Weaks,and Sally Nance Livesay,
past president of the state UDC. The local chapter has placed a
wreath at the statue each Confederate Memorial Day since it was
built in 1917.
Staff photo by David Tuck

By LAURIE BRUMLEY
Staff Writer
Visitors from out of state are
common in Calloway County but
in the past few days some local
people have seen a rather
unusual visitor from Arkansas
— a 300-pound adult male black
bear.
The bear , was sighted at
Kenlake State Resort Park this
weekend and was reported in the
Jonathan Creek area early Monday morning.
Officials believed the bear
was heading north but has
recently changed course and is
reportedly headed south.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams said that a woman
reported seeing the bear bet.
ween 4:30 and 5 p.m. Monday
west of New Concord and the ohl
,Wisehart grocery.
Williams said the bear
reportedly crossed the road in
front of the woman and was
headed south.
Director of Wildlife Division
Bill Graves, said the bear was
last seen in south Calloway
County near the Blood River bottom area headed south.

Latest bear sighting —
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Graves said the bear is just
wandering around.
" and •'ma y
very- well cross back into
Tennessee.''
A% According to Graves. reports
that the bear originally came
from Minnesota may he take
Reports had stated the bear was
originally trapped in Minnesota
(Cont'd on page 2)

Legal action coming in board dispute

Elsewhere...
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Bear changes course,
reported in Calloway
on Monday afternoon

•
Accused spy tells jury he sold
secrets to Russians as recruit
BALTIMORE (API— Ronald W. Pelton says he told FBI
agents he took $35,000 from Soviet spies for divulging secrets but
that he didn't think he would be charged because he thought he
was being recruited as a counterspy.
The 14-year employee with the National Security Agency also
testified Monday in U.S. District Court that he made incriminating statements to agents before and after signing a
statement waiving his rights to have an attorney and to remain
silent.
The admission under cross-examination is significant because
defense attorney Fred Warren Bennett is trying to convince the
Jury that FBI agents tricked Pelton into confessing by making
him believe they wanted him to be a double agent against the
Soviets.
Bennett also contends Pelton was abusing drugs and alcohol
during the last two years in which he is accused of spying and
during the second part of an FBI interrogation before he was arrested, .10 therefore was not in control of his mental faculties.
Pelton faces life in prison if convicted.
The case is expected to go to the jury Wednesday.
Pelton did not dispute allegations that on Jan. 14, 1980, six months after quitting the NSA and declaring bankruptcy, he telephoned Soviet Embassy officials in Washington and offered to sell
them secrets.
He also didn't dispute that he passed the secrets at the Soviet
Embassy on Jan. 15, 1980, and to Soviet agents in Vienna,
Austria, in 1980 and 1983.
At one point. Pelton, who has been in jail six months, stopped
testifying, saying he had lost his train of thought.
Pelton said that two FBI agents interrogated him for five hours
last Nov. 24 in an Annapolis hotel room,let him visit his girlfriend
in Washington at midday, called him back for questioning about
10:30 p.m., and placed him under arrest about midnight.
Under cross-examination, Pelton said that although he had
consumed vodka, orange liqueur and the opiate Dilaudid while at
his girlfriend's apartment, he recalled details of the evening
interrogation.

HOIlle Of the
Nt out Vit.runt

From staff. AP reports

More legal action is expected
to clarify a recent Franklin Circuit Court ruling that could
mean an abrupt end to the terms
of several members of university governing boards in
Kentucky.
Judge Ray Corns ruled May 8
that a 1980 law expanding the
terms of governing board
members from four years to six
years is unconstitutional.

Currently, 81 regents and
trustees are serving six-year
terms, including those appointed by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins and former Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr.
Of that total, the terms of 35
are in their fifth or sixth year
and 16 others will have exceeded
four years by the end of Collins'
term in 1987.
Murray State University's
board of regents has one

member — Jim Cooke,
— Richard FrN mire, Madisonville. whose six-year term cn ,is
Louisville — whose term has
March 31, Mk and.
already exceeded four years.
— Wendell Lynch. .11opii
Cooke is filling out an unexpired
term which expires March 31, vine, whose six-year tern: ends
August 8. 1989.
1987.
Three other MSU regents' will
Terms of the other appoifiii-d
members of the board at !11.1
have exceeded four years by the
end of Collins' term in 1987. They expire in 1990 if they are allowed
are:
to run six years rather than ti Air
— Jere McCuiston, Trenton. Those board members are Bill
whose six-year term ends March
(('oned on page 14)
31, 1988.

Senate launches itself
into the television era
WASHINGTON (API— With
a puff of pancake makeup and a
peal of classical piano, the
Senate launched itself into the
television era, but veteran
Capitol Hill watchers say
drastic changes are as unlikely
as ever.
"Today. the United States
Senate catches up with the 20th
century," Majority Leader
Robert Dole, R-Kan.. said Monday at the start of a six-week experiment in rnsi4cing floor action
available to networks.
Few doubt it will become
permanent.
As the curtain went up.
lawmakers betrayed a touch of
stage fright.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio.

playfully dusted his bald spot
with a puff of pancake makeup,
and Sen. Robert Stafford, R-Vt.,
declared with mock solemnity:
"The bags under the bags under
my eyes will just have to stay."
The producers of the broadcast — the Cable-Satellite Public
Affairs Network — added an innovative touch designed to combat the bore factor, which is
magnified by the Senate's
numerous quorum calls.
Theoretically designed to bring more lawmakers to the floor.
the tedious roll calls are an oftused tactic to stall for time. The
network broadcast classical
piano music during the delays.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Shuttle panel seeks
astronauts invoice
Tonight, partly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of
thundershowers. Low around
65. Southeast wind 5 to 10
mph. Wednesday. mostly
cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy skies,
warm temperatures.
LAKE LEVILICS
Kentucky Lake
355.4
Barkley Lake
359.5

WASHINGTON (API — The
presidential Challenger commission is asking for new NASA
procedures to give astronauts
and contractors a stronger Voice
In launch decisions, sources say,
to ensure that the space
agency's bureaucracy never
again tramples safety objections like those voiced in
January.
The commission's 225-page
report, sent to the printer Monday. will be presented to President Reagan this 'weekend. It
blisters the Natirhal
Aeronautics and Space Ad
ministration for its manage

ment practices and instructs the
agency to put safety requirements into every phase of
flight operations.
:"They're going to recommend
that contractors and astronauts
be a party to the decision to
launch." said one of three
sources, who spoke only on condition of anonymits.
One widely expected recommendation — for an independent
safety board with enough power
to stop a launch — was not
adopted "It was considered to
be a stupid idea," said a source
(Ckatt'd on page 1)

Monday accident
Murray Ambulance and Nturray Fire Department personnel
assist 0.B. Farley down a ladder after hi% truck was ins oh ed in
an accident at Eighth and Poplar Nlonday afternoon. Helping
Farley are Artie Haneline (above ladder), Jerry (jorrell (hack to
camera) and John Lane (behind ('orrell). Holding up the truck
are Phil Norwood, of Hardin and Murray Police officer (ieorge
King (behind Norwood). The MPD report said Myra Gallimore.
28. of Puryear, Tenn., driving north on Eighth Street, failed to see
Fancy's pickup truck heading west on Poplar.Nhe pulled from
the stop sign into Farley's path. Farle)'s truck struck the
Gallimore car and then skidded before flipping on its right side
and striking a tree. Farley and his wife, Margaret. were taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Miser% ation. The were
listed in satisfactory condition today.
'Unit 0
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Typical family would pay $120 less
under the senate tax-overhaul plan•
WASHINGTON (API — The
tax-overhaul plan the Senate
begins debating Wednesday
would cut the taxes of a typical
$35,000 family by about $129 a
year. A person making over
$200,000 would save $5.892.
If the total individual tax cut
in the bill were divided equally
among all taxpayers, the committee estimates, the reduction
would average $215. The
average tax rate would drop to
10.6 percent, from 11.4 percent
under present law, according to
a 1,124-page report describing
the 2.847-page bill approved by
the Senate Finance Committee.
The bill would produce the
most changes in- the federal income tax in at least 32 years,
slashing individual and corporate rates while eliminating
or reducing numerous deductions and exemptions. Individual taxes would be cut and
corporate taxes raised by about
$108 billion over the next five
years.
The top- individual tax rate of
50 percent would be cut to 27 percent. although upper-income
people would, in effect, pay 32
percent on part of their earnings. The Finance Committee
staff estimates that 80 percent of

taxpayers would pay the only
other rate — 15 percent — or
nothing. About 6 million lower.
income people would- be swept
off the income-tax rolls
altogether.
But since those people at the
bottom of the economic scale
already pay almost no income
tax, their reductions would be
slight: about $43 a year on the
average for someone making up
to $10,000. That person would be
left with a tax bill of $13 a year.
Those with incomes between
$10,000 and $20.000 would see
their taxes drop to $617 from
$798, assuming average deductions. Between $30.000 and
$40,000, average taxes would fall
to $2.802 from $2,931.
People making more than
$200,000 would get a 1 percentage point cut- in their average
tax rate, which would drop to.
21.2 percent. The only income
group that would get a larger cut
in average rates would be those
earning between $10,000 and
$20.000, whose rate would drop
to 4.2 percent from 5.4 percent.
The committee's report on the
bill points out that some people
are likely to pay more taxes —
and not just those who have
made big use of tax shelters.

Some middle-income families
would lose because the bill
would repeal the special deduction for two-earner couples.
The bill would mean a $118 tax
increase for a couple in which
one spouse earns $10,000 and the
other earns $20,000. If both
spouses make $30,000, the
family's tax bill would increase
by $199.
The principal reason for the
tax increases is that the bill
would wipe out a deduction that
was enacted in 1981 to help offset
the "marriage penalty." The
penalty is the higher tax that
many two-earner couples pay
when compared with their
liabilities if they were still
single.
The committee says that in
most cases, two-earner couples
would be better off under the
plan because of the significantly
lower tax rates and the higher
standard deductions. If one
spouse earns $30,000 and the
other makes $20,000, the marriage penalty would be cut under
the bill from $270 to $150. Two
spouses earning $10,000 and
$50,000 would get a bonus for being married — an $831 tax saving compared with $417 under
present law.

Staff photo by David Tuck

Along for the ride
Robert Bickerton tends the mowing chores at Dewey La.mpkints'home,
located at 1308 Olive. Bickerton
says he also mows several other yards along the street to augment his
income.

Stage set for cable's legal battles
WASI4INGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court has set the stage
for future legal battles over the
power of communities to grant
exclusive cable television
franchises.
Both sides in a dispute between the City of Los Angeles and
a cable TV company found comfort in a preliminary ruling Monday by the high court dealing
with the question of whether
cable companies need government sanction to operate.
"This clearly is not the end of
cable's quest for full recognition
as a First Amendment
medium," said James P.
Mooney, president of the National Cable Television Association. "But in Supreme Court
terms, it is a splendid
beginning."
But Los Angeles Deputy City
Attorney Edward J. Perez said
the ruling is limited.
"It's a very narrow opinion
which didn't lean one way or the
other," he said. "It's positive
from the city's point of view.
And we're going to win at trial."
Perez said the justices "did
not accept the broad, sweeping
opinion" of a federal appeals
court that held cable operators
have a constitutional right to
community access.
But the Supreme Court raised
the possibility in its unanimous
ruling that cities violate freespeech rights by granting exelusive cable TV franchises.

•St

Murray royalty
crowned in
queen contest
Erika Washer, right. Murray.
was crowned the 1986 Purchase
District Fair Queen Saturday.
night at the Mayfield Middle
School Auditorium, Other Murrayans in the royal court include
first runner-up Lee Ann
Rayburn. second from left, and
second runner-up Stacey Elgin,
second from right. below. The
other court members pictured
below are Washer, center, third
runner-up Cammy Gregory of
Calvert City, far left and fourth
runner-up Ann Fuller of Clinton,
far right. The pageants are
sponsored by the MayfieldGra% es County Jaycees each
year. The queen and her court
will reign over the Purchase
District Fair which begins June
9 at the fairgrounds off
Housman Street in Mayfield.

Mayfield Mrsaearer Photos

Bear...
(Cont'd from page 1)
and taken to Arkansas as a cub
and speculation has been that
the bear was trying to return to
its northern home.
However, Graves said that officials in Arkansas report that
they have not taken any bears
from Minnesota in several
years.
The mystery of the bear will
continue at least until officials
are able to obtain the number off
of the green tags in his ears.
Graves said this may provide
much information concerning
the origins of the bear. Until
then, officials will continue to
monitor the bears movements.
They ask that sightings be
reported to the local authorities.
Graves said wildlife officials
are prepared to take necessary
action should the bear become a
threat but "he hasn't bothered
anybody and assume he won't."
"So far he's just kind of minding his own business," Graves
added.
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Justice William H. Rehnquist,
writing for the court, hinted that
cable TV operators may have
constitutional rights more
similar to publishers than to
television and radio broadcasting companies.
The justices ordered further
hearings before a federal judge
to sort out the competing interests of city officials and cable
companies.
"Cable television partakes of
some of the aspects of speech
and the communication of ideas
as do the traditional enterprises
of newspaper and book
publishers, public speakers and
pamphleteers," Rehnquist said.
"We do not think, however,
that it is desirable to express
any more detailed views on the
proper resolution of the First
Amendment question ... without
a fuller development of the
disputed issues in the case."
He added, "Where speech and
conduct are joined in a single
course of action, the First
Amendment values must be

Senate...
((ont'd from page 1)
"Sometimes it seems like
nothing is happening on the
Senate floor," explained Sen.
Alan Cranston, D-Calif. "And,in
fact, nothing is happening."
Gavel-to-gavel don on a permanent basis on C-SPAN, which
has carried House sessions since
1979, is expected even by such
die-hard critics of television in
the Senate as Sen. J. Bennett
Johnston, D-La.
Johnston says bringing "the
instrusive eye of television" into
the ornate, marbled Senate
chamber will make it hard to
stage filibusters to slow harmful
bills driven by "the passions of
politics."
Minority Leader Robert Byrd,
D-W.Va., counters that it can only be healthy to "extend the
galleries from ocean to ocean
and beyond."
Expert Senate watchers scoff
at the notion that television will
bring radical alterations to the
traditionally slow-to-change
Senate.
For one thing, they say, the
filibuster will not die out. The

Shuttle...
(Cont'd from page 1)
close to the commission.
But another commission
source said, "There is going to
be discussion in the report on
setting up a safety organization.
That organization could get into
participating in the launch
decision."
The 13-member commission,
headed by former Secretary of
State William P. Rogers, held
nine days of hearings and its
members scattered Over the
country to investigate the Jan.
28 explosion that destroyed the
ship and Its crew.
The report sets basic criteria
for redesigning the joints on the
shutUe's booster rockets, which
are blamed for the accident. But
It leaves specifics to designers
from NASA and Morton Thiokol
Inc., which builds the rockets.
The commission recommends
outside experts supervise the
redesign, and NASA has agreed.
One source said the report
takes the view: "Let them get
organized properly and Ift them

balanced against competing
societal interests."
Rehnquist did not spell out
what standard should be used to
determine whether a city's
aesthetic or safety interests
outweigh a cable operator's
right of free expression.
Los Angeles officials said
allowing cable TV to proliferate
there would hurt the city's appearance because of additional
wires strung from utility poles.
They also said more franchises
could force streets to be dug up
to lay cable, creating safety
hazards and inconvenience.
At stake is the right of a cable
company to operate, a right
granted newspapers and other
publications. Past court rulings
have established that no such
right exists to run a television or
radio station, and, therefore,
they must be licensed. The content of programs is not at issue
in the dispute.
The ruling upheld a decision
by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals which also ordered further hearings in the dispute.

most that will happen, they say,
is that the marathon. Senatefloor talk sessions will be
retailored to please home
viewers.
That could be all for the best.
The days when senators appeared on the floor in bathrobe
and slippers at 3 a.m. are long
gone — along with news photos
of them snoozing shoeless on
cloakroom couches.
Today's filibusters retain the
droning of yesteryear without
the color.
"Senators are going to have to
speak passionately and forcefully," says George Washington
University political scientist
Michael Robinson. "There'll be
no more filler filibusters where
senators just ramble on."
Few Americans are expected
to be glued to their sets for entire C-SPAN broadcasts. But
other networks plan to pick up
segments of Senate sessions.
Television viewers who get CSPAN II —
I carries the
House — over their cable
systems are likely to get their
first taste of a major issue
Wednesday when legislation to
overhaul the nation's tax system
comes to the floor.

write their own ground rules and
live with them."
The commission blames the
explosion on a faulty seal joining
the lower two segments of the
shuttle's right booster rocket.
Flame darted from the joint,
triggering a swift chain of
events that ended with the $1.9
billion vehicle breaking up in a
fireball.
The commission members
have sharp words for the process by which the space agency
adopted an increasingly ambitious flight schedule even as
NASA engineers tracked — but
never solved — years of problems with the critical booster
rocket joints. On 10 of 24 flights,
hot gas penetrated one or
another of the joints and at least
one of the two0-ring seals inside
it.
Because of this history, the
commission says the joint
redesign should be approved by
outside experts from the National Research Council, a group
of academic and industry
research scientists who are
members of the 'National
Academy of Sciences.
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PERSPECTIVE
A new Berlin crisis
Protocol and symbolism in
international relations are
not mindless, cookie-pushing
exercises. They often carry
very real — and sometimes
dangerous — consequences.
That is the problem in Berlin.
The former capital of Hitler's Germany has been an
occupied city since 1945. Although divided into four zones
by the victorious powers and
cut in half since 1961 by the
infamous Berlin Wall, Berlin
officially remains a single
city. Through the years, the
Americans, British and
French have been careful to
maintain their diplomatic
rights and prerogatives in the
face of often bellicose provocations by the Soviet Union
(the other occupying power)
and Moscow's mischievous
stand-in, East Germany. Such
is the case with the current
diplomatic dispute.
Rather than confronting
the Americans, British and
French directly, the East

German border guards are
demanding that Western diplomats from other NATO nations who are accredited to
East Germany show their
passports rather than their
red diplomatic cards when
they cross from East Berlin
into West Berlin. To the allies, this East German action
is a ham-fisted effort to set
the precedent that the dividing line between East and
West Berlin is an international border. That could undermine allied rights in Berlin.
The East German harassment is no doubt tied to West
Berlin's tighter security in
the wake of the recent disco
bombing and the cooling of
relations between East and
West Germany. And, more
than likely, it will not last
long. Still, the allied powers
should make it clear to both
Moscow and East Berlin that
the harassment must stop. If
not, it could be a long hot
summer in Berlin.

Washington Today
By Donald M. Rothberg
WASHINGTON (AP) — Read
the latest polls and the 1988
presidential nominees are — no
need to bother with the sealed
envelopes — the winners are
George Bush and Gary Hart.
That's the way it is two years
and some months before the
Democrats or Republicans meet
to choose their 1988.presidential
candidates.
What are people to make of
the fact the latest Washington
Post-ABC News poll that said
potential Republican primary
voters gave the vice president a
44-point lead over former Sen.
Howard H. Baker Jr., their second choice for the nomination?
The same survey said that
Hart had a 14-point lead over
Chrysler Corp. chairman Lee
Iacocca, U3at he was 15 points
ahead of the Rev. Jesse Jackson
and 17 points in front of Gov.
Mario Cuomo of New York.
Do these figures tell anything
about the developing races in
both parties or are they a meaningless numbers game?
For people trying to raise

money and organizational support for Bush and Hart, those
numbers are very useful, even it
their significance is debatable.
For candidates trying to oust
sitting members of Congress,
such numbers are an essential
part of wooing the people whp
decide which Oallengers
get the support of political action committees.
For politicians trying to
mobilize a presidential campaign, the numbers car4be a tool
for convincing key organizers
and fund raisers to come on
board early. The numbers can
help move such people and if
they commit, their decisions can
influence others to follow.
The numbers for Bush in the
Washington Post-ABC News poll
were particularly formidable.
Where do they leave the other
Republicans?
In most cases, it leaves them
talking about how at this stage
polls are a reflection of name
recognition and pointing to
cases of individuals who had little or no ranking in early polls,
but ended up outstripping the
field after a dramatic showing in
one of the early state primaries
or caucuses.
Jimmy Carter wasn't showing
up on 1974 polls but he was the
Democratic nominee in 1976. In
February 1984, a nationwide
survey said Walter F. Mondale
was favored for the nomination
by 55 percent of Democrats. In
second place with support from
13 percent was Sen. John Glenn
of Ohio. Hart was tied with Sen.
Alan Cranston at 3 percent.
One month later, after Hart
had w.on the New Hampshire
primary and the Maine
caucuses, polls said the Colorado senator not only was
leading Mondale, but also was
beating President Reagan by 9
points.
Candidates regularly soar
from statistical obscurity in the
polls to election victories. There
also are many examples of high
poll ratings that never
translated into votes.

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Of all the famous eighteenthcentury French thinkers, the one
most suspicious of the power of
was Jean-Jacques
reason
Rousseau (d. 1778).
"A thinking man is a depraved
animal," he wrote on one occa-

sion; on another he commented:
What wisdom can you find
that is greater than
kindness.
The last comment comes from
a book, Emile, intended to give
advice to teachers
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By M.C. Garrott

Garrott's Galley

He's 94 years old, and he remembers
a lot about Murray State's early days
If you want to learn a little
about some of the early administrators and faculty
members at Murray State
University, talk with E.W.
Riley.
porn in 1892, Mr. Riley was 94
just a few days ago - on June 1.
For a year now, he has been a
patient in the Hugh Houston
Long Term Care Unit at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Most of his time is spent either
in bed or in his wheelchair, out
on the lawn or looking out a
spacious window toward Odessa
Stubblefield's home.
His mind, though, is keenly
alert. He has almost instant
recall of many experiences and
associations with many of Murray State's earliest personalities. "That's not saying
much, though," he says,
"because in those days there
weren't a whole lot of them."
He knew and served them
through the grocery and meat
market he operated for years on
the corner of West Main and 16th
Street. The building today
houses a retail shoe business.
"They all traded with me at
one or the other," he told me the
other day while enjoying a
bright sunny day from his
wheelchair.
"I had the cream of the crop,
and in all my years in the
grocery business I don't think
my bad debts would total more
than $200."
"pnly had one bad check passed on me, and it was for only $4.
But that," he smiled,"was a lot
of money back then when a big
family's monthly grocery bill
wasn't much more than $40."
• • •
He chuckles when he
remembers Mrs. Mary Moss
Carr coming into the store. She
was from Horse Cave, Ky., and

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Kevin A. Bowen and Ftandell
Hutchens of Calloway County
High School and Larry Watkins
of Murray High School will attend Blue Grass Boys State at
Eastern State University, Richmond, June 5-11.
The 13-year locusts which
have been baffling local
residents in recent•days should
be out of sight and out of mind in
this area in just a matter of days
or weeks, according to Ted
Howard, local county agent.
Hazel Woman's Club
presented its yearly scholarship
to Theresa Dover. The club also
made a donation of $100 to Hazel
Community Center.
Flight winners of annual
George Hart Ladies' Invitational Golf Tournament at Murray Country Club were Mary
Bain, Sideston, championship;
Virginia Everett, Princeton,
first; Dot Arnold, Paducah, second; Della Boggess, Oaks,
third; Sandy Coleman, Oaks,
fourth.
Twenty years ago
Edmon Barrow of Rt. 2, Murray, was fatally injured ina tractor accident today at 7:30 a.m.
while plowing his tobacco on his
farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Irvin will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on June 7. She is the
former Myrtice Marine.
Installed as officers of
Women's Society of Christian
Service of First Methodist
Church were Mrs. John
Whitnell, Mrs. Goldia M. Curd,
Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, Mrs. Maurice Ryan
and Miss Doris Rowland.
Miss Ruth Cole. chairman of
Nursing School at Murray State
University, presented a lesson
on "First Aid" for lesson leaders
of Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs.
Thirty years ago
Hugh Oakley and Hiram
Tucker of Murray Rotary Club
will attend the Rotary International Convention to be held this
week in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mary Helen Waters, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Neva Waters of
Murray, has accepted a position
with Delta Air Lines. She will be
located in St. Louis, Mo
Dr Edwin Larson discussed
Shakespeare's comedy. "Love's
Labor Lost," at a meeting of
Alpha Department of Murray
Womkn's Club
Music was
presented by Mr. and Mrs
Robert Haar

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the first in a two-column series
about one of Murray's early
grocerymen.)
chairman of the English Department. She also was the second
wife of Dr. John W. Carr, Murray State's first president and
fondly remembered as "the
grand old man of Murray
State."
"She came in one day in kind
of a hurry," he recalled. "She
said she had company coming.'I
don't know why,' she said, 'but
they're coming, and I have to
feed them something for
breakfast.' She wanted some
bacon."
"In those days, we had bacon
In half-pound packages, and she
took one of those. Two or three
days later, she came back again
and had the bacon with her. 'I
didn't have to use this after all,'
she said, 'I'd like to turn it back
and get credit for it.' Of course,
we took it."
"On another occasion, Mrs.
Carr came in wearing a great
big wide-brimmed hat," he went
on. "This time she wanted to
weigh herself on our platform
scales."
"As she stepped up on the
scales, she said, 'Wait a minute.
I don't want to weigh in this big
hat,' and took it off. But instead
of putting,it aside, she proceeded to hold it in one hand while
she balanced the beam and
found her weight with the other.
I didn't have the heart to tell her
what she had done."
• • •
Another. memory brought a
smile to his lips. At one time, he
said, he had raised some tulips
at the store. Easter weekend
they disappeared.
A couple of weeks later, he
read in one of the college paper's

'gossip columns" about a
beautiful bouquet of tulips some
young swain had given to one of
the girls in Wells Hall, the girls'
dormitory.
• • •
Mr. Riley was • one of 10
children horn to Wallace and
Rosie Grugett Riley, a farm couple who lived on a 130-acre
homeplace in the very northwest
corner of Calloway County and
not far from the Graves County
community of Gob.
"There was a big tree up
there." he said, "that you could
walk around and step on
Calloway, Graves and Marshall
County land."
Of his immediate family, only
he and two sisters still are living. One is Rayma (Mrs.
Parker) Reed of Gob. The other
is Burnice ( Mrs. Late) Lathram
of Mayfield. Another sister,
Eunice Edwards, died recently
at the age of 91.
Mr. Riley's grandfather, Dr.
Alex J. Grugett, was the family
doctor. He lived and had an office in his home at Gob. For
many years, he was the only
doctor in that section of the
three counties.
Later, one of his cousins, Eddie Riley, became a doctor and
began his practice also at Gob.
It was he who brought the
Riley's daughter, Thelma, into
the world as well as a nephew
Theron.
A boyhood memory which
makes him chuckle is the time
he and a cousin, Logan, were
coming home late one night in a
buggy behing a spirited and faststepping horse. Mr. Riley was
driving. Logan, on a seat beside
him, was holding a sack of
bananas with one hand.
As they approached their turnoff, it became quickly apparent
that at the speed the horse was

going they would never make
the turn. In the fork of the two
roads was a large sycamore
tree.
As the horse made the turn,
the buggy kept going straight
and slammed sideways into the
tree. When they regained their
feet, Logan discovered he had
only the top of the paper bag still
in his hand. The bananas were
everywhere,some even
in the
tree.
The next day, they sold the
buggy to a neighbor — what was
left of it.
• • •
Mr. Riley only got to go
through the eighth grade in
school. That was all available in
his youth in his part of the county. He went those years to the
Smith schoolhouse, which was
close to where the Mt. Olive
Church of Christ is today.
After that, he worked on the
home place and in a rolling mill
his father and a brother, Carlin,
operated at Gob, grinding corn
Into meal and wheat into flour,
until he was 18 years old.
He was 24 years old when he
married in May of 1916° Mrs.
Riley was the former Maud Penny. She grew up in the Penny
section of Calloway County,
named for her father who ran a
small general store at the
crossroads there.
They met after her family
bought a large farm in his section of the county and moved
there.
They had the one daughter,
Thelma Bailey, who lives at 1714
Olive in Murray. Her husband,
Jack, is a retired civil engineer
with the TVA.
Mrs. Riley died Sept. 20, 1981.
They had been married 65 years.
He lived alone until about a year
ago, when he became a patient
at the hospital.
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By John Cunniff

Business Mirror
NEW YORK
AP
—
Americans are facing a familiar
financial problem these days —
so familiar, in fact, that there is
hardly a consumer alive who
has not encountered it.
Nor, for that matter, a president of the United States — or
most lesser political officials, as
well as the heads of many a corporation, church or charity. To
say nothing of teen-agers and
k in dergartne rs
It is the conflict between the
willingness or desire to spend
and the financial ability to do so.
Always a nagging, distressing
problem. it is especially so now
because of a polarization between these two vital factors.
Desires are sky high, the ability
to finance them. relatively
speaking. is around the
shoelaces.
The conflict is revealed by two
sets of figures. The first relates
to growth of personal disposable
income, the second to the
amount of spending done in the
previous year.
• Last year personal income
grew by only 1.6 percent. a mere
fraction of the 5.7 percent
growth recorded in 1984. At the
same time. consumption expenditures rosc 3 3 percent. or twice

as fast as income.
As a result, lots of Americans
have scanty savings accounts
and big credit bills to pay off this
year, at the very time, ironically, that many of them are expressing a desire for cars.
homes and other big-ticket
items.
One reason such desires are
aroused is the perception that inflation and interest rates are
under control, according to
Richard Curtin of the University
of Michigan's Survey Research
Center
But bank accounts are down
Due to the increased use of debt
to finance last year's spending
increase, the personal saving
rate last year fell by nearly two
points to 4.6 percent — the
lowest annual rate in 30 years.
That puts a damper on ability,
even though the Index of Consumer Sentiment has remained
above 90 over the past 12 months. "the highest sustained
period of consumer confidence
since the 1960s,- according to
Curtin
The money might not be there,
but the heart is.
As he sees it, a compromise is
likely In his analysis, the reduced ability to .pLiid is likely to

slap back those desires, with the
result pointing this year to
"diminished growth but still
favorable levels of consumer
sales."
Although it is still too early to
measure the impact, some ideas
being considered in Congress
might make the further use of
debt even less appealing Tax
proposals, that is, would
eliminate the deductibility of
much interest.
Not everyone agrees on the
impact, however. In fact. Merrill Lynch 8: Co., Inc. has said a
tax revision might actually
boost consumer spending by
1988. since consumers after 1987
would enjoy a 6 percent reduction in taxes
Moreover, while the Senate
tax proposals would eliminate
the deductibility of interest on
credit card and installment
loans, the door was left wide
open for homeowners, since
mortgage interest would remain
deductible
As a consequence, some credit
analysts believe second mortgages on home's might become
the source of funds for people
with desires bigger than their
savings accounts.
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Burke-Christian wedding planned

Best-selling country'stern records of the
week of June 1 based on
'ashbox magazine's nationwide survey have
been released as
ii 1lows
• •Honky Tunk
Dwight Yoakam
2
11 hot,ver's In New
England," Reba
NI, Entire
Happy, Happy Bir-

Vows to he said
at Norwalk, Conn.

r('ont'd on page5)

DAILY
(BARGAIN MAIINEES)
All Sects 52 00

Council officers elected

1:3U. 3:111) 7:15. 9:15

RILY SHEEDY
TE-vE GUTTENBERG

Recently elected as 1986-87 Student Council officers at Calloway County
High School are,from left, Lee Ann Rayburn, daughter of David and Wanda
Rayburn, president; Kelli Burkeen. daughter of Charlie and Oleta Burkeen,
vice president; Tim Black,son of Edward and Judy Black,secretary; AnneMarie Hoke, daughter of Chuck and Anne Hoke, treasurer; Liz Marquardt,
daughter of Gary and Brenda :Marquardt. reporter; Jody Lassiter, son of
Jerry and Patricia Lassiter, parliamentarian. All six will be seniors next
year. The Student Council advisor is Kathy Jo Stubblefield.

SHORT CIRCUIT
No 5 is olive. OK1

CINE 1 & 2
• t.er.
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JOHN STOCK WELL
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Burke
of Gatesborough Circle, Murray, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Mary Ann, to
Nicholas Christian.
Mr. Christian is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Christian of
Troy, N.Y.
Miss Burke graduated from
Murray High School and attended Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a graduate
of La Salle Military Academy
and attended Hudson Valley
Community College.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 16. at 11
a.m. at St. Thomas Catholic
Church, Norwalk, Conn.
A reception will follow at the
Shorelands Country Club on
Long Island Sound.
The couple will take up
residence at Cape Cod, Mass.

central c•ater 753-3314

CHERI

3

MEW

Mary Ann Burke, fiancee
ofNicholas Christian

COBRA
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PRAY FOR DEATH(R)
The Mast•r NInie Returns

4

THUNDER
RUN (R)

NEW ARRIVALS
BACK TO THE FUTURE
WITNESS • COCOON
POWER • WRISTLENIANIA II

Brownie Troop ends year
Southwest Brownie Troop 3042 ended a busy year of work and play.
Badges earned were The Great Outdoors, Discoverer B Patch, Cookie
Safari. Ready Helper, Afro/Blasok Culture, Wedge, Neighborhood friends
and membership star pin. First year Brownies earned Brownie Bee and
Suzie Safety. Pictured are, standing, Joye Martin, Shannon Vales, Leslie
Steeley, Julie Myatt, Rhea Ann Wright, April Wyatt, Tina Wyatt, seated,
Julie King, Lisa Cooper, Ashley Taylor, Jaime Kimbro, Hilary Lyons,
Courtney Lyons, Michelle Doron and Brandi Bailey. Not pictured is Kristy
Kawkins.
• British troops clashed with a Boston crowd
March 5, 1770, in what came to be known as the
Boston Massacre.

UP THERE
WITH THE BEST
OF THE BEST.

We are pleased to announce that Anne
Roberts, recent bride of
Tom McGregor, has
selected her bedding,
brass and bath accessories from our
bridal registry.
Anne and Tom were
married April 4.

TOM CRUISE

=MN— P MIN=

JCPenney

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
DOLHY STEREO
CHERI 3 CIO
STARTS TOMORROW
PG

759-1400

Tennis play Thursday

Berkley reunion Sunday

The Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Thursday, June 5, at 9
a.m. at the club courts. A substitute will be
Rainey Apperson. The lineup is as follows: Court
One — Joni Billington, Peggy Billington, Brenda
Marquardt and Donna Keller: Court Two —
Sharon Wells, Sheila Farmer, Nancy Whitmer
and Sharon Brown.

The annual Berkley family reunion will be Sunday, June 8, at the shelter house at Kenlake State
Park at Aurora. A basket lunch will be served
about noon.

Reading event planned
Summer Reading Program, an individualized
program of reading instruction designed for
remediation or enrichment of reading needs or
interest, will start Thursday, June 5, and continue through Tuesday, July 1, at Murray State
University Diagnostic and Remediation Center.
Sessions will be from 8 to 9:15 a.m. on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays. A fee of $60 will be
charged; however no child will be denied services for lack of ability to pay. For more information call 762-2446.

We are happy to
announce
that
Melissa Paschall,
bride-elect
of
Robert Kondratke,
has selected her
gift accessories
from our bridal
registry. Melissa
and Robert will be
married June 7.

THE TREASURE
HOUSE

Teenagers invited
The summer teenage volunteer program
(TAV ) will being with an organizational meeting
on Thursday, June 5, at 10 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
All interested teenages who are 14 years old and
have their parents consent should attend this
meeing. The eight-week program begins officially with morning orientation sessions June 9, 10
and 12from 9 a.m. to noon. For more information
call the hospital's public relations office at
753-5131, extension 338.

Class starts Thursday
Prepared Childbirth Class at MurrayCalloway County Hospital will begin Thursday,
June 5, in third floor classroom of the hospital.
Sessions will be from 7 to 9 p.m. on June 5. 12, 19
and 26. The class prepares expectant parents for
labor and delivery, according to Nancy Orr, R.N.
To register call 753-5131, extension 144, or
753-6821.

Exhibit at Gallery
A collection of works from the Eagle Gallery
Permanent Collection are now on exhibit in
Eagle Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. The exhibit will continue
through Aug. 22.

Pap clinic on Monday
A Free Pap Smear Clinic will be Monday, June
9, from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh and Olive Streets.
-This test is easy, quick and painless and it can
save your life as cervical cancer is completely
(Cont'd on page 5)

Southside Shopping Center, Murray. Ky.

Head Quarters
Family Hair Care Center
_17 loth

Ribeye Steak
Special
12 Oz. Ribeye, Potato, French
Bread and Big Salad Bar

All For $895
Special Good Wed., June 4 and Thurs., June 5

"A fulleseryice family restaurant"

1510 Chestnut St.

759-9755

Murray'

;

BIRTHDAY eeatartbie
Ail of us at Head Quarters would like to
thank our more than 2000 customers who
have made Head Quarters a success over
the past 10 years.
Out steady and continued growth is a
reflection of the trust you have placed in
us.
We are proud to serve the Murray community and we welcome all customers, old
& new, to visit us anytime. •fi,
Again, thanks to each and everyone for
your patronage. We appreciate you & your
business.

PACKAGE DEAL
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Includes Perm (Quantum or Quantum 411)
Redken A.a.c.t. After Perm Fixative and an
8 oz bottle of Redken shampoo of your
choice

(Haircut not included)

Reg. $48.25

Special
S3R00
Offer good through
June 21st. 1986

*10% Off All Redken products through June.
715 S. 12th St.

753-2266
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Russell and Cox vows solemnized
Miss Karla June
Russell and Dennis
Eugene Cox were married in a spring
ceremony at First Baptist Church, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
The ceremony was
performed by Danny
Mynatt, student at
Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville. Piano and
cello music was used.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward G. Russell
of Oak Ridge, Tenn. She
is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Norette Hill of
Murray and the late
T.C. (Bill) Hill and of
Mrs. Mary M. Russell of
Murray and the late
James M. Russell.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Eugene Cox of Gatlinburg, Tenn. He is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. C.E. Compton of
Gatlinburg and of Mrs.
Thelma Cox of Knoxville, Tenn., and the late
Paris Cox.
For her wedding the
bride wore a formal
length gown of white
satin with a bodice of
handcrafted French
lace and a skirt overlay
of tucked chiffon ending
in a chapel length train.
She carried a bouquet
of pink roses and white
baby's breath tied with
gray ribbons.
Miss Kristi Mertens of
Oak Ridge, Tenn., was
the maid of honor. She
wore a tea length dress
of white French lace
over -pink satin. Her
flowers were white baby
carnations tied with
gray ribbons.
The flower girl was
Miss Stephanie Lynn
Hill, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David L. Hill
of Murray and cousin of
the bride. She wore a

S t

Wednesday,June 4
Wednesday,June 4
tional Golf Tournament University Branch
of
will be at Murray Coun- Bank of Murray.
try Club.
------Thursday,June 5
Ladies' day bridge
Jesse Stuart Writing
and golf will start at
Workshop will open at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks CounMurray State
try Club.
University.
------Events at Calloway
Prepared Childbirth
Public Library will inClass will start at 7 p.m.
clude Parents and Twos
in third floor classroom
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
of Murray-Calloway
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
County Hospital. For in3:30 p.m.
formation call 753-5131,
---ext. 144 or 753-6821.
Late registration for
---Summer I session at
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Teenage Volunteers
Murray State Universiat American Legion
will have an organizaty will be from 8 a.m. to
Building, South Sixth
tional meeting at 10
4 p.m. in Curris Center
and Maple Streets.
a.m. in third floor
ballroom.
---classroom of Murray---Calloway County
Wednesday,June 4
Covenant Prayer Hospital. For informaRabies clinics will be
Group will meet at 10 tion call 753-5131, ext.
Penny at 9 a.m.; Stella
a.m. and Education 338.
at 10 a.m.; Kirksey at 11
Work Area Group at 6
---a.m.; Almo at 1 p.m.;
Health Express of
Dexter at 2 p.m.; Valey p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
Murray-Calloway CounDrive-In at 3 p.m.; East
---ty Hospital will be on
Y Grocery at 4 p.m.;
Murray High Tiger downtown square of
Calloway Health
Athletic Booster Club Wingo from 9 to 11 a.m.
Department at 7 p.m.
will meet at 7 p.m. at and at Bob & Ann's
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wildflower Basics
at 9:30 a.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Plans have been com- Sharon Boardman, as
at The Homeplace-1850; pleted for the wedding her matron of honor.
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2 of Miss Carolyn Ann
Rick Flack will serve
p.m. at Golden Pond Venable. daughter of as bestman. Ushers will
Visitor,Center.
Mrs. Ernestine Venable be David Boardman and
and the late J. McFerrin Larry Lassiter.
Hazel' and Douglas Venable, to Ronnie Dale
Flower girls will be
Centers will be open Pool, son of Mrs. Rosell Miss Michelle Boardfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Pool and the late Roy man and Miss Rachael
for activities by senior Pool.
Boardman, nieces of the
citizens.
The vows wIl be bride-elect. Ring bearer
solemnized on Satur- will be Keith Wright,
---Ladies' 18th Annual day, June 7. at 5 p.m. at cousin of the bride-elect.
George Hart Invita- Goshen United
Presiding at the guest
Methodist Church in register will be Ms.
Stella.
Cathy Mitchell. Mrs.
The Rev
Don Agnes Watson will
Faulkner. pastor of the direct the wedding.
(Cont'd from page 4)
church, will perform the
A reception will follow
thday Baby," Ronny ceremony. Donnie Hen- in the fellowship hall of
Milsap
drix will be pianist and the church.
4. "Living in the Pro- Dr. Irma Collins will be
All friends and
mised Land," Willi40 soloist.
relatives are invited to
Nelson
Miss Venable has attend the wedding and
5. "Life's Highway," chosen her sister, Mrs. the reception.
Steve Wariner
6. "Everything That
Glitters (Is not Gold),"
Dan Seals
7. "One Love at a
Time," Tanya Tucker
8 ."Ain't
Misbehavin'," Hank
Williams Jr.
9. "Mama's Never
Seen Those Eyes." The
Forester Sisters
10. "Grandpa (Tell
Me 'Bout the Good Old
Days I," The Judds

Venable-Pool vows
to be said Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Eugene Cox
dress of white lace over
white tied with a pink
sash. She had a
miniature nosegay of
white baby carnations.
Mark Barrett of Knoxville served as best
man. Groomsmen were
Mike COX of Knoxville
and Donnie Alley.
The bride's mother
wore a gray chiffon
dress with gray embroidery lace. The
groom's mother was attired in a gray and white
satin dress. Their cor-

sages were of white
orchids.
A reception followed
at the church fellowship
hall. Serving were Lori
Barrett and Lisa Weir.
After a wedding trip
to the East Coast, the
new Mr. and Mrs. Cox
are residing at West
Lafayette, Ind. They are
both students at Purdue
University.
Special guests at the
wedding included Mr.
and Mrs. Donald C.
Alley Sr. of Madison-

ville; Mrs. Mary M.
Russell, Mrs. Norette
Hill and Mr. and Mrs.
David L. Hill, all of Murray; Ms. Krista A.
Russell, Ms. Brenna
Kay Russell. Ms. Penny
Cox and Mrs. Thelma
Cox, all of Knoxville;
Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Compton of Gatlinburg.
A rehearsal dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. L.
Eugene Cox as hosts
was held at The Alexander, Oak Ridge. Tenn.

(Cont'd from page 4)
• ••
curable if found early. Regular pap smears
detect early changes in cells before they become
cancer cells," a clinic spokesman said. The
Ralph Edwar Carmode of Rt. 4, Box 6, Murray,
center holds monthly pap clinics. The test is
received his Ph.D in speech communication
recommended for women who are over 45 years
form Pennsylvania State University, University
of age and for women who have never had pap
Park, Pa., in 1986 spring commencement
smears. For an appointment call the center at
exercises.
753-3381.

Carmode granted degree

Tour is scheduled

Lutherans plan school

A special tour for Senior Citizens or other interested persons is planned for July 19 to 26 to
Mackinac Island, Mich. The tour will include
Greenville Village or Henry Ford Museum,
Frankmuth or "the German Christmas city,"
ferry to Mackinac Island where no cars are
allowed, then to Green Bay, Wis.. Wisconsin
Dells for a boat trip on Wisconsin river, and
home by Rockford, Ill. "This is one of Pennyrile
Tours' most relaxing and interesting tour," said
Ruth Blackwood, local representative. Other
trips planned include Nova Scotia Aug. 2 to 17
and Autumn in New England Sept. 27 to Oct. 7.
For more information call or write Mrs.
Blackwood at 203 South Eighth St., Murray, Ky.
42071 or call 753-2827.

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, will have its Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 9, and continuing through Friday, June 13. All children, age 3 through 7th
grade, are invited to attend the sessions from 9 to
11:30 a.m., Monday through Friday. The theme
will be "It's About Jesus: Tell Everyone You
See" and each session will consist of a Bible
lesson and activity, music, refreshments, games
and crafts. For more information call the church
office at 753-6712.

Infantry reunion planned
The 149th Association, formerly (World War
II) the 149th Infantry Regiment, 38th (Cyclone)
Infantry Division, will conduct its 38th annual
reunion June 6-8 at the Executive Inn (East)
located at the Watterson Expressway (1-264) and
the Kentucky State Fairgrounds and Exposition
Center, Louisville. Registration will begin at 1
p.m. on Friday. June 6, in the Inn. For more information call the Inn at 1-502-367-6161.
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Choir concert June 1.3
The 34-voice High School Choir of First
Lutheran Church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, will appear in concert at First Christian Church, Murray, on Friday, June 13, at 7:30 p.m. The choir
will be directed by Norita Lundgren and accompanied by Norma Aamodt-Nelson.

Bible school planned
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. located off Highway 121
North on Roy Graham Road, or off Highway 783,
Penny-Airport Road. will have its annual Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 9, and
continuing through Friday. June 13. Classes for
ages 2 to 12 will be from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m., Monday throug4v...E.qday.

Yoakam...

Happy Birthday
John
r- Tina

11 LI134r
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Meat & 3 Vegetables
Served With Our Own Homemade Rolls

3.25

ONLY
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

itik

BOSTON TEA PARTY-HOLIDAY INN

CHESTNUT

U.S. 641 S. - Murray

At Pizza Inn, you can get all the Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad, Soup and all the Soda
you can drink for under

$4.00!

c1/4

Panhandler
401 M.Ø. 753-5479

Thursday,June 5
Market at Sedalia from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
_
Rabies clinics will be
at Hazel at 9 a.m.; New
Providence at 10 a.m.;
Hamlin at 11 a.m.; New
Concord at 1
; Bonner's Grocery at 2 p in
Donelson's Grocery at 3
p . m . ; Burkeen's
Grocery at 4 p in.;
Calloway Health
Department at 7 p m
- --Murray Single Connection is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at First
United Methodist
Church. For lido, mation call 436 2171,
753-3735 or 753-941 I
- -Summer Reading
Program will start at s
a.m. at Murray state
University Diagnostic
and Remediatio 11
Centex. For inform ti ion
call 76E-2446.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at s
p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
---AA and Al-Anon will
(Cont'd on page 8)
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We're Glad
You Asked

YOUR QUESTIONS
WILL BE
ANSWERED HERE
This is to introduce a
series of answers-toquestions we've been
getting lately. We'll
be
discussing
various aspects of
death-andbereavement...coping with loss.of loved
ones...how you explain death to a
child...behavioi
towards the bereaved and what might
you say.. the setting
up of one's life
anew...the importance
of
pr..
planning
funeral
arrangements.

1

Our goal always is t
the
handle
preciously persomatters in your
interests. To ser,
you better, westudied the late
pertinent
philosophical
psychologic:.)
materials. We h
discussed these r • ,
blems
with
10
clergy, the law • !
and
to
doctors
prepare ourselvefor the best and 04'
fitting answers foi
you.
If you're reading
these columns and it
helps you through a
trying time, this will
have all been worth
it. We invite your
questions.
We'll
answer them in
private or publicly
through this column

a

-

Miller-Churchill
Funeral Home
311 North 4th St.
Murray, K).
753-4612

Why Wait 5 Minutes For Lunch?
Why Pay $3.29 For Just
Pizza & Spaghetti?

t'oupon

(.1)1111i111

Buy 1 Sandwich
Get Next Sandwich For 990
Good Only Before 5 p.m.
r
" 'oi mon

1•Apire•

( nuIoin

1 mil

Colipon

753-0900

SUMMER CELEBRATION
SIAM DOWN, COOL OFF at DIET CENTER.
GET READY FOR SUMMER!

Every Sunday Thru Friday 11:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m. &
)
11111
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Night 5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
The Panhandler ex tends its best wishes to
Mary Burke. bride-elect
of Nick Christian The
couple wN be married
Aug 16. Mary has
made selections for her
O new home at the
Panhandler

art11

WEEKDAY LUNCHEON SPECIAL

Betsy Corbin, bride-elect of
Stephen Wells, has selected
her china, crystal and
stainless from our bridal
registry. Betsy and Stephen
will be married June 7.

1

Coming community events listed
Tuesday,June S
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Cesarean Birth Class
will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
In third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
----

DATEBOOK

The
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We are celebrating six years of business at the Diet Center. We have
made a lot of friends and have had a lot of success. And because we value
you as a friend we are offering the complete Diet Center program for
only
$27 a week for 6 weeks.
The offer is good for new dieters and former dieters. Please bring this
ad and get ready for the best summer of your life.
The counselors at the Diet Center have all lost weight on the program
and they understand how hard it is to lose weight. They will help and
encourage you every step of the "weigh". Individual counseling, strict
confidence and counselors who care, is what makes the program a success.
All the foods are nutritious and the Program is safe and sound.
The Celebration begins June 2, I9146.
DIET CENTER IS SUCH STUFF AS DREAMS ARE MADE
OF

FREE DELIVERY
S.11,1/1

Pizza inn n

InItnn I enn.eelnr Manager
Jean I.ee I ann•eelor
Opal friltner I onn•elor

DIET
CENTER

1215 Jalimen
1.1.1-101111
7:1115 12:Mi. I:MN:MOM IV
1111:411111 %eon Mat.

t`:(!l•

.arr,
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New events featured this year

Superman Celebration set
in Metropolis, Ill., June 6-7
tournament will begin at 9 a.m.
Saturday.
Play will take place at the
American Legion Ball Park,
17th and Metropois streets, and
the Fifth Street Ball Park in
Metropolis and at the city ball
park in Brookport. Concessions
Thirty-five teams, some from
will be on-hand for the event.
as far away as St. Louis, will
A second new event will be a
compete in the first Khoury
10
a.m. Saturday Superdog ConTourClassic
Superman
League
test. Six trophies will be awardnament. A combined effort of
ed to top winners in six classes.
the Metropolis and Brookport
Classes include: best superdog
Khoury Leagues, the one-day
costume, best costume, best
trick, biggest dog, littlest dog
and most unusual dog.
Another new event is the 3
p.m. Saturday Homemade Ice
Cream Contest. Ice Cream enthusiasts will vie for top prize of
a $100 gift certificate, along with
prizes awarded in several other
categories.
A third new event is the 6 p.m
Saturday Little Miss Supergirl
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the Pageant.
forecast given for your birth sign.
Activities officially begin at
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4, 1986
8:30 a.m. Friday with the openARIES
cot SCORPIO
ing of the street sales and arts
Mar 21 to Apr 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
411E
and
crafts displays, which will
You may start investigating a new
Gambling tendencies come to the
be set up both days.
mental or philosophical pursuit. fore. Some become interested in
Most of the activities will take
some begin home decorating pro- collectibles. Accent partnerships
place on the blocked off portion
!vets. 'Evening is perfect for enter- tonight when love is in full bloom.
of Market Street between Superraining.
SAGITTARRJS
man Square and Seventh Street.
rAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
.
Apr. 20w May 20)
The fourth annual WMOK
Per
You'll change the status quo in
Jon Perming-ton, a 14-year-old from Shiremanstown, Pa., holds his National Spelling Bee trophy which
A risky investment in an unfamiliar some fashion today. Business and
Chug-a-lug Contest begins at
was presented by William Burleigh, vice president of Scripps Howard, after winning the competition
lield tempts you. Bone up on neces- pleasure combine to your advantage. 2:15 p.m. Friday.
last week in Washington. Pennington won the event, sponsored by Scripps Howard, by correctly spell.ary facts. Charm is your ally in both Some receive raises or bonuses.
The Super Swimsuit and
ing "kaollnic" and "odontalgia."
husiness and personal life today.
CAPRICORN
Fashion Show begins at 6 p.m.
GEMINI
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Friday. Contestants will vie for
May 21 to June 20)
Creative types experiment with
$500 in cash and prizes. Judges
A partnership venture may appeal style. You may make plans to visit an
will include a WPSD personality
•I you. Thoughtfulness sends you to unfamiliar locale. Romantic harmony
and The Bear, from WDDJ-FM.
the store shopping for a lovely gift, makes tonight very special.
Music from Triple Life, a local
Evening is restful.
AQUARIUS
rock and roll band, will follow
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
the Friday Swimsuit Contest.
,Junento July 22)
Better get more facts before you
Saturday activites will begin
You'll resolve a small dispute with decide to back a friend in a project.
a friend Employers may take a You may invite a co-worker to your
at 8:30 a.m. with the annual
chance on someone without the house for dinner or cocktails.
Lions Club-Pepsi 10,000 meter
customary credentials. You attract PISCES
road race. The race begins at
By MARK HUMPHREY
the Ryman stage from 1943 to
music of bygone performances
nos
romance tonight.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
Dorothy Miller Park.
Associated Press Writer
1974.
.of
the
Grand
Ole
Opry
;
LEO
You're ready to try Something new
Supeimzui will be called upon
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API—
The Ryman, built as the Union
The footfalls heard on those
kJully 23 to Aug. 22)
ikon the job. Investigate all possibiliat 2 p.m. Saturday to fend off The floors of Ryman Auditorium
Gospel Tabernacle in 1892, was
same boards today° are much
Someone puts in a good word for ties. Loved ones may make plans for a
would-be bank robbers in a sag and show the wear caused
the idea of Col. Tom Ryman, a
quieter, as visitors retrace the
you on the job. Either you take up a weekend getaway. Exchange sentimock robbery at a location at by feet keeping time to the
rowdy riverboat captain turned
steps of Opry legends who filled
new hobby or a new romantic ments.
Fourth and Ferry Streets.
born-again Christian.
Interest. A child shows signs of
YOU BORN TODAY work well
The annual Lois Lane Award
Evangelists of the day drew
increased maturity
within the context of a corporation
will be presented during a break
crowds to the red-brick building,
viPG0
su and are also capable of doing your
in the Homemade Ice Cream
I Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
but so did the era's popular
own thing. You think you know how
Contest.
You're in an experimental mood to look out for number one, but your
entertainers.
In addition to scheduled actoday Innovations may occur at greatest success comes with the
In 1943, the Opry was moved
tivities, a children's carnival
home base. Travel invitations arrive requisite amount of self-discipline.
into the Ryman, and the two rewill be on-hand at a location
from friends at a distance. Have fun Don't be content to get by on
mained together for 31 years untonight
near the festivities. Concessions
personality alone, but be ready to do
til the show went across town to
LIBRA
will be located near the events.
et the hard work you're capable of. You
its present spacious home at the
Sept. 23 to(41.22)
have great potential and it would be a
Visitors are encouraged to brmodern Opryland U.S.A.
Business developments are favor- shame to waste it. Birthday of: ing lawn chairs and prepare to
complex.
Able.avw and you may branch out in Rosalind Russell, actress; Dennis
spend two fun-filled days in
The Ryman today is a tourist
some 'Way into unfamiliar areas. Weaver, actor; and Robert Merrill, Superman's hometown,
stop. Younger generations seeEvening social life has career rarnifi- opera singer.
Metropolis.
ing the auditorium get their fill
,.ations.
of stories from tour guides;
older generations visit a place
filled with memories.
Ron Schutta, of West Palm
Beach, Fla., remembers visiting
the Ryman in 1948 on a family
vacation that included
Nashville. Schutta's family at
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel think he would have the common
the time abandoned the hope of
about passing a law that will courtesy to let the phone ring six or
require everyone to submit to a drug eight times before hanging up? seeing a show because the lines
of Opry-goers were winding
test? I say, if you're clean, you have Agreed?
nothing to worry about, right?
GEORGE L HARVEY, around the block.
CLEAN AND NOT WORRIED
MOUNTAIN VIEW, HAWAII
Recently, Schutta, arriving in
Nashville with his wife, Joyce,
DEAR CLEAN: Wrong. I'm
DEAR GEORGE: Agreed. to attend a conference, finally
"clean," too, but I am opposed Only I'd recommend letting it
made it inside the auditorium.
in principle to mandatory test- ring 10 or 12 times. A possible
After leaving the Nashville airing for everyone. Why? Because solution: a cordless phone that
port, the two headed straight for
a lot of innocent people who you can carry.
the Ryman,not even taking time
have never used drugs and
to stop by their hotel first.
•••
probably never will, will test
"I've always been a country
"positive." According to Dr.
fan," said Schutta, as he stood
William H. Anderson, who
DEAR ABBY: I was one of the
on the famous stage. "I
teaches at Harvard and Tufts,
30,000 who submitted a letter to
remember *hearing the Opry on
the most reliable drug test is no
correspond with a Marine on Okinthe radio a little bit when I was
more than 90 percent accurate.
"Operation Dear
So what happens to the un- awa through
young."
Abby."
lucky 10 percent of the people
Mrs. Schutta, who was raised
world's
be
has
the
got
This
to
who could be labeled "drug
Tennessee, had never before
in
greatest coincidence: My letter was
abusers," but aren't? They
seen the Ryman stage.
Marine,
young
Mickey.
given
I
to
a
could lose their jobs, be forced
"It's just really peat to be inhad written a short letter about
to submit to weekly drug tests
side it," she said.
myself
in
and
California
and
life
for years and have their reputaThe backstage walls of the
enclosed my picture. Well, Mickey
tions ruined. There is no end to
Ryman are covered with fading
and
when
wrote
fast,
I
back
really
the undeserved misery and miscolor portraits of Opry stars,
received his letter I went into total
chief it could create.
shock. He sent me his picture and
with posters announcing
along
I illy, if there is legitimate
told me he still loved me!
long-since-past performances.
reason to test someone, fine.
Abby, he and I had been childA microphone used during the
But to demand that everyone be
hood sweethearts — better yet,
Ryman's Saturday night radio
tested for drugs is unconstitusummer lovers! We had met in
broadcasts stands on the stage,
tional and a violation of civil
Hawaii in 1980 while vacationing
attracting many a wouldbe star
rights.
with our families. (I was 15 and
to pose behind it for a
Mickey was 18.) It was one of the
•••
photographic memento of their
best summers of my life. We kept in
moment in the Opry spotlight.
touch
for
a while. Then he went into
Some businesses don't advertise behitting copy, even supply you with art
DEAR ABBY: Do you know what the service and we lost touch.
The hard, wooden pews that
His
cause they are puzzled. They don't know
at no extra cost, and place your message
really makes my day? It's when the family moved, so there was no way
used to seat 3,000 country fans
• where to begin Do they need an artist?
phone rings while I'm up in the I could locate him.
before the people who really mount
during a performance are now
attic,
down the basement, in the
cracked and their finish is dull.
Should they hire an ad agency? What's • the thoutands of readers who can be
In April I celebrated my 21st
bathroom, taking a nap, out in the birthday, and to my surprise,
At the rear of the auditorium
co-op about'Who sets the type,
persuaded to become your customers!
garage, under the house or out in flowers were delivered to me at my
are glass cases holding years of
If you are not now advertising but
Newspaper advertising is powerful,
the garden.
office from Mickey by Mickey
memorabilia collected by Opry
Yesterday I was in the garden himself — in person!
know that you really should be, then
it really works and the cost is well within
legend Roy Acuff during his
when I heard the phone ring. I was
He's still in the service, but
give us a call Our ad department can dO
the budgets of most small businesses:
travels around the world. Some
in the midst of scattering seeds and stationed stateside (in California).
Items, like the hat of the late
the complete pb for you wei help you
Just give us a Call, wet snow you
fertilizer, but I jerked upright and We're engaged to be married and
Cowboy Copas, would be of inmade a dash for the porch when the making up for lost time.
set a budget, decide what items will do
how effective newspaper advertising
terest to hard-core country fans.
phone
rang
again.
With
filthy
Thanks,
Abby, for a happy endbest in an ad, help you locate and collect
can ring Your cash register well get
Others, like Acuff's collection of
fingers, I clawed the screen door ing! Love,
important co-op dollars, write hardyou results!
autographed baseballs, might
open, ricocheted off a doorway,
MICKEY & MINNIE
sprinted down the hall as the phone
be of interest to others.
IN ANAHEIM
rang a third time. I lunged for the
Like most Nashville tourist atphone and snatched up the receiver
tractions, the Ryman also gives
•••
just in time to hear a "click" — then
the visitor a chance to buy
a dial tone!
almost any sort of T-shirt and
(Problems? Write to Abby. For •
I replaced the receiver, looked
ashtray imaginable. But it's the
down at my muddy footprints and pommel, unpublished reply, seed •
atmosphere, the memories and
self-addreeeed.
otainped
*aweless
to
quietly exclaimed,"Oh (bleep)!"
Abby, P.O. Boa 31101111, Hollywood, the feeling of being in a place
Abby, if someone thinks I am Calif. 1100.111. All correspondence is
where music history was made
worth a telephone call, wouldn't you confidestial.)
that makes the visit worthwhile
METROPOLIS, Ill. — Anticipation of the June 6-7 celebration in the Man of Steel's hometown is growing by leaps and
bounds.
Traditionally, the Superman
Celebration. in its eighth year
here, is a time for young and old
to enjoy old-fashioned comradery in two action-packed days.
Superman will be on hand,
tending to civic duties, and signing autographs all day Friday
and Saturday.

The celebration features
several new events this year, according to a Metropolis Business
and Merchants Association
spokesman, the organizers of
the two-day event.

Your Individual
Horoscope

47)es

\4,6

Fraaces Drake

Top speller

A

Ryman's floors sag but visit
worthwhile for country fans

By Abigail

Van Buren

Mandatory Drug Testing
Creates Endless Mischief

We can put it
alltogetherfor you
and your business!

Murray
e
Ledger & Times
753-1916
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This Money Saving Coupon
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray
Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.

9
4
a

itti
7.41NrigliS

Bus. 492-8154
Horne 492-8577

With Coupon $1.29

With Coupon

Dixieland Center I

One Group

COUPON

*Good thru
Jame 9, 19811

1g, 492-8198

MA%

09e9,
Moo. Fri. 9-5

-TA

elk-Ar1Firlhd

$2 off any large Pizza

IS
Brass
I
Picture Frames I I
is

121 Beau

40% Off

II

Rent 2 Movies
Get 1 FREE!
June 3rd-6th

40% Off

•Good Tuesday-Friday,

All
Quilted Placemats
All sales cash
MC & VISA Welcome

Z

Coupon Empires 617196

-Js

Buy Print & Frame
and receive 20% Off

753-4541

This coupon evitles you to

753-6656

U

Open 10-5:30
Mon.-Sat.

The Best Pizza In Town'Honest
Open
Mon-Sat
11 am-11 pm
un Noon-10 pm

iribis or:

The Shon)case

$1 off any medium Pizza
•Good through June 10th, 1986

Om

Twila's I
Photo
Arts

On The Court Square
753-0859

r

Nos.
the green door

Specializing in all types of photo copy,
restoration and oil work, including Tin-types,•
regardless of condition.

lite WU,

205 N. 4th, Murray, 753-4110

We're Here To Serve You

$5

Through Jun.-

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

Good thru
June 9
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

OFF Any $20 or More Order.

Good 6-3 aro 6-7

Detached from lawn mower

Clip and Save

9-5 T.-Th.
9-7 Fri.
9-1 Sat.

100 Contir St., Hazel
most of Fire Dept.)

(CrealoCoat by Delta)

99c

r NEW
Jani 's Hair Fashions

(Walk-Ins Welcome)
Janie Underwood Owner & Manager

tk.
S
.

Blade

& Save

20%
OFF
Perms & Mens Haircut

bq $1.59 Acrylic Paint

Sharpen Your Lawn Mower

°k-1,'
-11 W4 WI lt-IF-14

• -1•
•
•

Buy One Pizza at
Regular Price, Get Next
Size Smaller FREE!

.."-'

FREE

Lahlres Jose 9, Me

I

Any Size. Same Type
I
Good on Pickup. Delivery, or Dine In 1

Prices good thru 06-09-86

:
./, t

Central
Shopping
Center
(r...t to Kroctittl

/141 S.

5turra
, tb. uld \1961oilt Kirk

14 1111i • 4.1

MS 10-9
Sun 1-5
753-7670

Frame
Village
On The Ct. Square, Murray
759-9853

11.111110 IMMIPIPM110111010 MP

I

I

Pizza innIs i
Olympic Plaza

753-0900

A

Or

— COUPON

—

Coup",

Tuesday Nights!
4 P.M.-10 P.M.

Clip and Save

"All-You-Care-To-Eat"

10%
off

Catfish Dinners

Products

$5.99

1...0 1111u 01,119 141,

Ale..tcAttt P,
No Appointments Please
Dixieland Center

r

'FANS
3-Speed
52" Blades
5 Yr. Warranty

10% Off All

UOUVO

Dog Training
With Coupon

GLENDHENMERE KENNELS

$39.a5
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.
206 E. Main

Murray

753-8194

FREE Postage Stamp
with the purchase of
CI, a Fathers
Co Day Card

•J2i

with coupon
AMERICAN GREETINGS
Discount Pharmacy
506 N. 12th, 753-2380

COUPON

'53 S809

Father's Day Special
FREE Sitting Fee
1- xpifes June 9 19t16
:Xf."--•••••••
%

Salad Oar.
Farm-W.4ml Boneless Filets

753-6745

Allison
Thotop(phy
304 N. 12th

$6.99 with
"All-You-Care-To-Eat"

%t.Re•.

able Coup

The "Total Dog" Concept in Action
Puppies-Stud-Champions, Imports,
Obedience, Tracking & Schutxhund
Titled Stock

Betty Hinton's

Lo.)
FRAMER'S GALLERY'
DIXIOLAND MIT=

Buy One Ready Made
Frame — Get One FREE
(Equal Yalu* or Loss)
Gaol Thew hone 9

Mon-Sot.

753-0077

•
•

OFF
$5.00
Movie Club Membership
Through June 30
with coupon
Includes 27

CULIZS311

Free Movies

436-2858

• "2 Prints For I
The Price of 199 I
*Limit on coupon per customer & one
coupon per roll. Please present
coupon. Offer expires June 9, 1986.

Free Ear Piercing
With

20% Off
On Studs

Not to use with any other promotion
Thy,. 1.101,11,

Chicken Fried Steak
Country gravy. soup-n-saled bar, potato and roll

'Snap Shot Photo!
plioTo pRocEssiNG 1 IN%%nip). Nara
MI

1=1 Ma OM I=

750-8347 •
1.1

$2.99
Eitodres Jun• 15 1146
Sol 119 C14144••

Downtown
Ahoy* English Solo

•
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Cincinnati treatment plant
major polluter of Ohio River
ment did not remove.
solids as it was supposed to do, said Leo
Weaver, ORSANCO executive director.
The equipment is being replaced. The
Greater Cincinnati
Metropolitan Sewer
District has signed a
consent order with the
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. the
state of Ohio and ORSANCO that sets out
progress to be made by
July 1988, the completion time.
The treatment plant
at Louisville. .Ky.. has
been removed from the
list because it is now
complying with federal
regulations. according
to Jeanie Ison,
spokeswoman for
ORSANCO.

CINCINNATI (API Cincinnati's wastewater
treatment glint is the
major polluter of the
Ohio River among 659
municipal facilities
cited, according to the
Ohio River Valley
Water Sanitation
Commission.
But the 37-year-old,
eight-state watchdog
agency noted that the
number of wastewater
facilities needing improvements last year is
down by 215 from 1980.
At the same time, the
population served in the
river basin by major
treatment plants increased by 600,000, from
13.4 million to 14 million.
The problem with Cincinnati's Mill Creek
Sewage Treatment
plant is that its equip-

-7.00
1854.82
79/
1
2 .%
24% unc
38% +1
/
2
38/
1
2
33/
1
4 .%
48/
1
4
.19%
59%
53/
1
2 -5/8
. 36
78/
3
4 .%
72%
401/8 -%
30/
1
2 .1/4

Miss Tina A. DeVries

Weaver said the
number of plants that
still need upgrading
may seem high. considering that his agency
has been trying to effect
improvements for nearly four decades.
"But keep in mind
that the Ohio Valley
received national attention in 1964, when it was
the first river basin to
be almost 100 percent
receiving water from
primary treatment."
Weaver said.
"In 1970; we adopted
requirements that firstlevel treatment would
no longer be accepted
and required secondary
treatment, the removal
of 85 percent of the
solids from wastewater.
The federal law on that
wasn't passed until 1972.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General M.)tors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

OBITUARIES

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie()
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
l'.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

151% -%
65% ./
1
4
25% unc
52/
1
2 -1
/
4
.52 unc
33/
1
2 -3/s
79/
1
2
53/
3
4
74%
46%
33%
797/8
35/
1
4
47%
16/
1
2

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

MOVIE MARATHON

Calloway County Middle School student council presented a $100 donation to
"Hands Across America" school coordinator Rachel Neale,left. Presenting
the cbeck is Leigh Anne Furr, Travis Torsak, Daphne Turner, Jennifer
Price, Krista Gaines and Student Council sponsor Jan Rose. Students in the
('alloway Schools raised 51,043 for the fundraiser. One activity held at each
school was the making of banners. A total of 400 yards of banners were
created by the schools. Approximately 150 students, faculty, staff and
parents participated in the actual hand-holding event. The school fundraisers were sponsored by the Food Service Department because the
American School Food Service Association was one of the supporters nationally of "Hands Across Amer&a.

Post office lax on bulk mail
standards, GAO report says
WASHINGTON (AP)
- The Postal Service
generally is lax in accepting bulk mail
without verifying that it
meets standards for discount postage rates, the
General Accounting Office says.
Mass mailers, such as
businesses and nonprofit organizations,
qualify for reduced
rates when they sort,
package and sack mail
before it is delivered to
the post office.
The lower rates are
justified partly because
the Postal Service is
relieved of processing
costs when sorting is
performed in advance
by - mass-mairers.
-However, mail processing costs are not

/ \/
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Whoever rents the most movies the month
of June wins.
1st Place: 5" Portable TV with
AM/FM radio

•

2nd Place: Seiko Pocket Size TV
3rd Place: Personal Stereo Cassette
Player
Choose from over 1925 movies

John Wall
15 month old son of
David & Shirley Wall

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"

with all the newest titles.
' "
- .A.••
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---1

Portrait
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Club

RENTAL4SALES

Wednesday ,s
Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

CENTER
200E Main

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

-53 ,..201
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753-0035

Kenlake

4111111
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Hall

U.S. 68 - Aurora, Ky.
Featuring

474-2227

,

IN CONCERT
TOM T. HALL
Watermelon Wine '

,..
-

JERRY REED
"Smokey and The Bandit.

Toy recall unneeded,
manufacturer claims

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

tp.,. SIZZLING SAII nGs
for your barbecue ,,iikWiik

Events

Choice Sides 225 lb.-300 lb.
No charge for cutting, wrapping or freezing

Beef
$ i 25
Lb.

Country Style

Field's

Backbone

Wieners

SATURDAY, JUNE 1,

800pm

6 00 & 9 00 p m

$ 1 69Lb

49 ),

I

SATURDAY, JUNE 7

.
Exciting
Stage Show

Every Sunday-Gospel
. „

The Shelton Singers

See
The Great New Musical

Weeknights
8 00 p m
$5 00 Adult

$2 50 Children

Ticket Information
Saturday. June 7th - :
Saturday, June 14th - :
Sunday 2 p.m. Show - 1
,...
•Advance Tickets $1 Off
Regular Price
Except June 14th Show and
the "Kentucky. The Land of Song'
•Children's Tickets /
1
2 Price
of Adult Tickets (12 Si Under)

Frosty Acres Fresh Frozen

Purple Hull Peas

Lima Beans

Aurora Arts, Crafts and Music Festival June 14 & 15

A 99
1_Z
20 Lb

1 Q99
- Wholesale & Retail Meat _
Gibson _Ham Co•

Phone 753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.

ray, died Saturday at
2:10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Moela Steele
Williams; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Patsy
Stinnett, and one
stepgranddaughter,
Michelle Stinnett, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Kathleen Burton, Ferndale, Mich.; one
brother, Richard
Williams, Paris. Tenn.

cent for six-month bills.
In a separate report,
the Federal Reserve
said Monday that the
average yield for oneyear Treasury bills was
6.79 percent last week,
up from 6.74 percent the
previous week. This interest rate is often used
to change rates for
homeowners with adjustable rate
mortgages.

Hog market
Federsl.State Market News Service June 3, Me
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes S Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 523 5.i. Me Barrows
a Gilts 1.25 higher Sows 1.102.00
klgber.
US 1.2 210340 lbs.
1641.25-511.75
US It 280-2111 lbs.
11411.35-50.115
$410.75.51.25
US 2-3 210251 lbs.
US 3-4 210271 lbs.
145.7545.75
Sows
US 1-2 270350 lbs.
1311.1111-441.511
US 1.3 311045111 lbs.
$311.111.41.40
US 1.3 450-SW lbs.
$40.0041.11111
US 1.3 Over Me lbs.
1141.1544.00
few 44.50
US 2.3 3110-511111 lbs.
137 AMMAR
Boers $34.110-311.411

(Cont'd from page 5)

Thursday, June 5
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call
75 3 - 006 1 - 76 2 - 3399 ,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Bazaar
Workshop/Lunch will be
at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
---Murray Civitan Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.
----

Thursday,June 5
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Tree I.D. at 9:30
a.m. and LBL Wildlife
at 1 : 3 0 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
----

.

Frosty Acres Fresh Frozen

$

"Kentucky, The
Land Of SOng"

Graveside rites for
John C. Williams are today at 1 p.m. at Murray
Memorial Gardens.
John Dale is officiating.
Pallbearers are Earl
Steele, Eurie Garland,
Rob Miller, Wayne
Flora, L.D. Flora and
Bud Owens.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home is in
charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Williams, 76, of
1503 Parklane Dr., Mur-

Give Us A Call

,

1•
.1m

John C. Williams

FRONT END ALIGNMENTS

14 lb. 100% Quarter Pounder
Ground Beef

Mr. Crossland, 84, of
Hamlin died Sunday at
5:30 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Stevenson Crossland;
two daughters, Mrs. Sue
Powers, Arlington,
Texas, and Mrs. Mary
Gilbert, Phoenix, Ariz.;
one son, Ed Crossland,
Tulsa, Okla.; one sister,
Mrs. Susan Jett,
Paducah.

T-bill rates rise
sharply Monday

IV

-

Services for Hess
Crossland will be
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
In the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Fort Donelson National
Cemetery at Dover,
Tenn.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

commission said
Monday.
James Murray of
Johji§on & Jo)mson said
the company considers
the toyg safe when used
properly. He said both
fatalities occurred.when
parents tied the toys
across the top of a
WASHINGTON (AP)
playpen or crib, which
the directions included - Interest rates on
with the product say not short-term Treasury
securities rose sharply
to do.
Johnson & Johnson no in Monday's auction to
longer sells the toys, but levels not seen since late
about 1.6 million have March.
The Treasury Departbeen distributed since
1979. Murray said hun- ment sold $7 billion in
dreds of thousands of three-month bills at an
the toys have been used average discount rate of
6.33 percent, up from
safely.
6.15 percent last week.
Another $7 billion was
sold in six-month bills at
an average discount
rate of 6.41 percent, up
Using
from 6.21 percent last
Bishman Infrared Alignment Equipment
week.
The rates were the
highest since March 31
when three-month bills
sold for 6.35 percent,
and on March 24 when
six-month bills averaged 6.43 percent.
Established 1956
The new discount
514 S. 12th
753-1750
rates understate the actual return to investors
- 6.52 percent for threemonth bills and 6.72 per-

WASHINGTON (API
- Johnson 8r Johnson
Baby Products Co. says
a recall of three soft
toys is unnecessary
despite a civil complaint
issued by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission which says the
toys could prove
dangerous to small
children.
The commission voted
3-1 to issue the complaint, seeking a recall
of all three types of the
toy - Soft Triplets,
Piglet Crib Gym and
Triplets Marching
Band. Two children
have strangled on one
version of the toys, the

Patties
$ 1 806

.

Postmaster General
Albert V. Casey, in a letter to GAO official
William J. Anderson,
said, "we agree the program has operational
shortcomings and are
taking steps to correct
them."

Hess Crossland

,

Music

r st.air
ma

reduced when improperly prepared mail
is accepted by post offices," said the GAO,
the investigative arm of
Congress.
The GAO recently
released its year-long
survey which ended in
April 1985.

Miss Tina A. DeVries, tie Broertjes DeVries.
She is surviVed by one
79, of RC
-Murray,
died Monday at 4:25 sister, Mrs. Frank
p.m. at Murray - (Dina) Kaiser, Rt. 8,
Calloway County Murray; one brother,
John DeVries, Munster,
Hospital.
She was retired from Ind.; several nieces and
Rand-McNally Co. and nephews.
The funeral will be
had been residing in
Calloway County for the Thursday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Blalockpast 14 years.
Miss DeVries attend- Coleman Funeral
ed Cherry Corner Bap- Home. The Rev. Charles
tist Church here, but Anderson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
was a member of First
Christian Reformed Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Church in Lansing, Ill.
Friends may call at
Born July 18, 1906, in
Indiana, she was the the funeral home after 2
daughter of the late p.m. Wednesday.
Henry DeVries and Ger-

$

7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

20 Lb

We Accept
-Food Stamps

01110117111UWX
111811111T1IM

CETIER

ONLY

1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Special For Kidsi

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
You ton t eat this well of home tot this price

•
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Many new kitchen, bath
ideas drawn by designers
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
Looking for some
prize winning ideas for
kitchens and baths?
The recent 1986 design
contest for professional
kitchen and bath
designers sponsored by
the National Kitchen
and Bath Association
produced a bumper crop
of them.
This year a total of 682
contestants submitted
floor plans and drawings for kitchens and
baths installed between
October 1984 and
September 1985. There
were 172 finalists, according to Francis
Jones, executive director of the organization.
A number of
designers highlighted
pastel color schemes.
Custom cabinetry was
the rule and the built-ins
were carefully fitted for
specialized storage,
said Jones.
Nancy Thomas, of
Kitchen Concepts in
Taunton, Mass., grand
prize winner, in a kitchen with many custom
details, for example
specified roll -out
shelves in most cabinets
for efficiency and installed extrawide
drawers for linen
storage. Other special
features included a desk
to organize paperwork
and a 48-inch high wall
cabinet with a tambour
appliance garage and a
wine rack.
Here are some other
pointers and ideas to
consider from among
the prize-winning entries in kitchens and
baths.
For both rooms,
pastel colored
laminates for cabinets
and countertops look
great when teamed up
with light-colored wood.
Professional designers
are making more artful
use of lighting effects,
placing floor cans at the
base of plants to give a

lush tropical look as the
lighting creates
shadows on ceiling and
wall. Technology is
represented with installation of telephones,
television and intercom
systems as well as the
use of wall-mounted
small appliances.
Both bathrooms and
kitchens are often fitted
with cabinetry that
functions better.
Besides the roll-out
shelves already mentioned, other luxurious
additions are enclosed
towel racks with fanpowered dryers, tiltout
trash drawers and
special spice and wine
racks.
In the kitchen, tile inserts placed in laminate
countertops double as a
serving area for hot pots
and pans while also providing a decorative lift.
Exposed storage for frequently used pots and
pans continues to be
popular.
Placing pots and pans
and gadgets on racks
out in the open is both efficient and decorative.
The open storage contributes to the warm
cozy country ambience
still cherished by many
families all over the
country.
Designers are
employing rounded,
curved and circular
countertops and
cabinets to give robms a
softer flowing feeling.
Other, decorative ploys
include installation of
bookcases for
cookbooks and
magazine racks in the
kitchen, hanging up art
works such as posters
and prints and placing
plants and collectibles
and attractive serving
pieces on the top of
cabinets or on empty or
partially filled shelves.
Dressy accessories
such as stained glass
panels with a light
mounted inside are turning up as decorative

details in kitchens and
dining areas.
In the, bathroom, open
storage is also on the
rise. Towels and
decorative soaps set out
on open shelving add
warmth, color and
softness.
Installing half-high
walls to separate toilet
from bathtub is a growing way to provide more
function and efficiency
in the bathroom.
One inescapable point
that this contest leads to
is that luxury is still
very much in style when
it comes to the kitchen
and bath.
While it is true that
national statistics show
that new homes are
smaller than they used
to be due to increased
housing costs, it seems
equally clear from the
ideas advanced by kitchen designers that
small does not have to
be basic.
In fact, as Thomas
describes her prizewinning kitchen, it's
plain that those who can
afford it are opting for
more of everything.
Thomas noted in her
entry that we planned
the kitchen with several
areas for food preparation since often more
than one person cooks."
There are three
cooktops, two sinks and
two ovens, as well as
plenty Of room for collections of cookbooks,
serving pieces and serving collectibles.
In an award winning
bathroom designed by
J. David Ulrich of
Ridgewood, N.J., a
former kitchen has been
turned into a master
bath. A separate tub and
shower have been installed, as well as body
sprays and a steam unit
in the shower. Features
also include special
hampers, slide -out
shelves, magazine
racks and a three way
dressing mirror.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

;141)1311

THIS HOME OFFERS SEVERAL interesting and cost
saving
features. It is expandable without the usual tear-down and
rebuild
process so often required. A third bedroom can be added
in the rear
if wanted and a second bath wing or complex fitted on
to that extension like a building block. Plan HA1322N has 1.300
square feet.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed
envelope — to National Home Planning Service, 37
Mountain
Ave., Springfield, N.J. 07081.

Coffee grounds don't keep drain clear
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — Is it true that
pouring coffee grounds
down the sink drain
every week or so will
help to keep the drain
from clogging? A friend
of mine says this is true,
but I seem to have some
recollection of reading
that it isn't. What's the
real story?
A. — The real story is
that, no matter how
many times we say it
isn't so, somebody
writes in to ask about it.
Once and for all, it's a
story that has been
making the rounds for
many years and is completely false. Put coffee
grounds or anything
sirtilar down the drain
and it won't do anything
except clog it. If there is
the least accumulation
of grease in the pipes,
the coffee grounds will
catch on it and cause a
stoppage.
Q. — Our basement
walls have never been
painted, but I would like
to do so now. They are
made of concrete or
what I have been told is
poured cement. Is there
any special paint I
should use to get the
best results?
A. — Ordinary oil
paint is not compatible
with the alkali in cement. Your best bet is
probably a latex paint
made especially for

Room air conditioner should be proper
capacity for space it's expected to cool
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
When we do not need
central air conditioning,
whatever the reason, we
turn to one or more
room air conditioners to
keep at least part of our
house cool.
As explained here in a
discussion of central air
conditioning recently, it
is important to cool only
the area that is meant to
be cooled. An air conditioner, whether it be
central or a room unit,
should be of the proper
size. When it has too
much air cooling
capacity, it will shut off
before it has time to control the humidity, which
has a bearing on how
warm or cool you feel.
Don't take that as a
license to get one that is
too small, since such a
unit will cost you extra
money and perhaps
never be satisfactory.
Every air conditioning dealer has a chart
and cooling estimate
table to determine your
needs, But he cannot do
that properly unless you
give him the
measurements of the
room that is to be cooled
and its physical components, including the
number and size of the
windows, the planned
location of the unit in the
room in relation to the
nearest exterior door,
the type of insulation
and weatherstripping,
the side of the house the
room is on and
everything else that affects or might affect the
temperature there:
even, for example.
whether there are nearby shade trees that
block some of the sun's
rays.
Whenever possible. a
room air conditioner

should be placed so the
afternoon sun will not
hit it. That would mean
a placement on an east
or north wall rather
than a west or south
wall. That is not always
practical, but when it
isn't, shading devices
can be utilized.
There are different
types of room air conditioners for different
kinds of windows, including casements. You
can install most air conditioners yourself, but
some are very heavy
and might require the
assistance of another
person. If you get a wall
unit — that is, one that is
Installed in the wall of
your house — you should
have some basic do-ityourself skills, since installation of this kind involves cutting an opening in the wall. But no
matter whether it is a
window or wall conditioner. carefully follow
the installation instructions that come with it.
Speaking of instructions, be sure you heed
those about
mnaintenance, especially those relating to the
cleaning of the filter, an
often neglected but vital
part of keeping your
unit operating at maximum efficiency.
Efficiency, by the
way, is the name of the
game when making
your purchase. As you
have found out lately if
you bought certain appliances, especially a
refrigerator, the efficiency rating of the product is important. It
tells you how well your
machine will perform in
the energy department.
The higher the energyefficient rating, the
more efficient the air
conditioner will be in

terms of energy
utilization.
Close any heating
ducts and fireplace flues
during the summer to
keep cool air from
escaping. And set the
thermostat higher than
you might have a few
years ago. It has been
estimated that, for
every degree of cooling
that you give up. you
will save about 5 percent on energy. The
thermostat should be set
at the warmest level
that produces the kind
of livability you want.
There are various
theories about whether
a thermostat should be
turned down at night
and, if so, how much.
But a lot depends on the
air conditioner you
have, so always follow
the manufacturer's in-structions on that point.
Many units can be
plugged into existing

electrical outlets, but
the large ones require
higher voltage lines.
Check ahead of time on
whether you need a
special circuit that will
be used exclusively for
the air conditioner. In
some cases, when it is
possible to use an existing outlet. you may be
instructed to use a timedelay fuse or circuit
breaker; to see that the
wall outlet is grounded
to accommodate the air
conditioner's three pronged plug: and not to
use other appliances on
the same circuit.
4•11•••1••••••••

Do-it-yourselfers will
find helpful information
on a variety of subjects
in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical'Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $2
to this newspaper.at Box
5 Teaneck, NJ 07666.1

AMERICAN WHOLESALERS
OF PADUCAH
A Distributor of
Fine Exterior Siding Products
Announces Its New Opening In
Paducah, Ky. on 1469 Little Avenue
We invite all area wholesale siding customers and
professionals to review our product line and sales program Let our product variety and knowledge give your
selling style and strAgy new Opportunity new choice

MASTIC VINYL...ALSCO VINYL...
REVERE VINYL...ALSCO ALUMINUM...
CLARK ALUMINUM...

such walls. You can also
use a portland cement
paint, which can be used
only on unpainted
surfaces.
Q. — I have a large
mirror which I would
like to cut in half and
use as two mirrors in
two different rooms. I
have had some experience in cutting glass
to fit windows. Would I
be able to Øo the same
thing with the mirror?
A. — Yes, but you
would have to be very,
very skillful. It's really
a job that should be left
to a professional. One
slip and that would be
the end of the mirror,
which presumably is
fairly large and costly.
Q. — When I went to
change the toilet seat in
our bathroom the other
day. I found that the two
bolts that hold the seat
to the bowl are hard to
grip. The nuts are
recessed and smooth
and I could not get them
off, even with a longnosed pliers. Is there
anything that will loosen
them?
A. — You probably
need a socket wrench
with an extradeep
socket. But if the nuts
are corroded and will
not yield to the socket
wrench, you will have to
soak the bolts with
penetrating oil for a couple of hours, then try
again, if you still get no
results, use a hacksaw.
There are two big "ifs"
to all these procedures.
The chinatype material
that bowls are made of
cracks easily. So, when
you attempt to loosen
the nuts, do not use excessive force. And when
you use a hacksaw.
place foam or cardboard between the blade
and the bowl.
Q. — My two boys
want me to put up a
backboard and a basket
so that they can play
basketball with their
friends. They are 14 and
12 years old and I am
afraid that the regulation 10-foot height may
be too high for them. Is
there any reason why I
cannot put up the basket
at a lower height?
A. — None at all, but
here is a prediction:
Within a year, perhaps
less, they will be asking
you to raise it to the
regulation height. If the

v .011
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I h. Ii.IptIiiardunr. M
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,..2.01\
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PARTICIPATING ACE
NARDWARE STORES

ing as your own contrac- Cool air falls. Warm air
tor can save you money, rises.
but it can also give you a
Q. — I have to finish a
king-size headache.
fiberboard that was inQ. — I have a set of stalled in our attic some
paint brushes somebody time ago but was never
gave me. I have a paint given a finish. What
job I want to do, but I in- type of paint can I use?
tend to use latex paint.
A. — You can use any
A friend has told me type of paint. The imthese brushes, which portant thing is to use a
are made of hog primer-sealer first,
bristles, should not be since fiberboard is
used with latex paint. Is porous.
he right? And, if so,
Q. — I recently finishwhy?
ed a rolling table with
A. — Natural hog lacquer used from a
bristles have flagged or spray gun. It wound up
split ends. These ends with a lot of sags and
are ideal for oil paints runs. I took off the finish
and varnishes, but not but now want to know
for latex paint. That's how to avoid the sagging
because the bristles ab- and running when I use
sorb the water in the the lacquer gun again.
paint and lose their
A. — This condition
resiliency.
usually is caused by not
Q. — Our cedar closet keeping the gun in moseems to have lost its tion at all times. If you
odor. Does this affect stop even for a fraction
the ability of the closet of a second, too much
to kill moths?
lacquer will be applied
A. — A cedar closet at that point and runnrepels moth. It does not ing will result.
kill them. Without the
odor, it will not even
(The techniques of usrepel them. One way to ing varnish, lacquer,
restore the odor is to shellac, stain, bleach,
sand the wood remover, etc., are
thoroughly, which will detailed in Andy Lang's
open the pores and let booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home,"
put the cedar fumes.
Q. — Where should air which can be obtained
conditioning outlets be by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfinstalled in the home?
A. — The Better addressed envelope to
HeatingCooling Council Know-How, P. 0. Box
says cooling outlets 477, Huntington, NY
should be installed near 11743. Questions of
ceilings so that the cool general interest will be
air will fall gently to the answered in the
floor without drafts. column.)
ALL
ITEMS
ADVERTISED
ON
NATIONAL
Tv

JUNE
BEST
BUYS

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Covers
50' x 45'
Perfect Cover70j28
Rectangular Area Oscillating Sprinkler
Multi-posthon, flip-oction dial gtves a wide von(Up to 2250
ety of walenng patterns. Cycling mechantser presquare feet.)
vents puddling & covers sly-Inkling area evenly.
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

Racial
Bett Recruited
817518"
(G;
058 80)

Grand Rivers, Ky.

ASPHALT
PAVING

•SUPER-TOUGH•

•Streats
•Roadways
'Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
•Rosidantial
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

NOW OPEN

362-8661

AMERICAN WHOLESALERS
OF PADUCAH

Plant Sites

Division of American Wholsalers, Evansville
1469 Little Avenue
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
502-444-0014

basket is not high
enough and they
become proficient at
dropping the ball into it,
their friends will begin
teasing them about not
using a basket that is
regulation. Besides,
they probably will grow
so much they won't
want to play with a
lower basket.
Q. — I intend to have
some extensive
remodeling done to our
house, including an addition to the rear. I
would like to serve as
my own contractor, hiring the different people
needed for the job. Is
this possible? I am fairly handy myself, but
don't intend to do any of
the work. Is there
anything I should know?
A. — Yes. In four out
of every five cases of
this kind, the person
who serves as his own
contractor regrets 'it
before he is very far into
the project. That is
because of the difficulty
of coordinating the work
of the subcontractors. If
each of them arrived exactly when he was supposed to and finished the
job when he was supposed to, there would not be
too much trouble. But
that is not what actually
happens. A single subcontractor failing to arrive on the scheduled
day can mix up your arrangements so badly
that it may take you
weeks to get things
straightened out. Serv-

Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

i 23.897
72385
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Smith equals career high for hits

Stott pboto by Knot Brows

Murray High School's girls' tennis team won the regional tournament over Memorial Day weekend and
is now heading for the state tournament in Lexington. Lady Tiger Ellen Hogancamp was the singles
champion at the regional tournament, while teammate Elizabeth Oakley was the runner-up. The team
members are, front row, left to right, Katherine Oakley, Kim Sexton, Heather Hughes and Beth Wilson;
back row. 1-r, coach Jerry Shelton, Allison Carr, Robin Williams, Elizabeth Oakley, Hogancamp and
coach Raymond Sims.

State-bound
Murray High School's girls' tennis squad
competing in state tournament June 5-7
By RENT KROH N
Sports Editor
Murray High's Lady
Tiger tennis team has
been working hard, getting ready for the state
tennis tournament June
5-7 in Lexington.
MHS qualified for the
state tourney by winning the regional tennis
tournament at Murray
State University
Memorial Day
weekend.
Members of the squad
are Ellen Hogancamp.
Elizabeth Oakley, Robin
Williams. Allison Carr,
Katherine Oakley,
Heather Hughes, Kim
Sexton and Beth Wilson.
Sexton and Wilson
didn't compete in the
regional tourney and
won't compete in the
state tourney.
Hogancamp won the
singles title at the
regionals, defeating
Elizabeth Oakley in the
finals.
She plays Cathy
Stevens of Lexington
Tates Creek in the first
round of the state
tourney at 2 p.m.
Thursday'
"I have been working
about five hours a day
on my game ever since
the regional tournament." Hogancamp
said "I have been playing with Bruce Payne.
Starr Jones and my dad
Ben Hogancamp). I
have a new raquet that I
got after the regional,
and I really like it. It's a
lot lighter than the one I
had before "

Hogancamp didn't
lose a set in winning the
regional tourney.
"I'm happy with the
way I played in the
regionals," she said. "I
had some tough
matcheQ."

tucky Country Day in
the second round at 5:30
p.m. Thursday. Huber is
seeded fourth in the
tourney. Oakley isn't
seeded.

the fourth seeds in the
tournament.
Katherine Oakley and
Hughes play Julie Telen
and Julie Pflum of
Notre Dame in the first
round at 3 p.m.
Thursday.

"It is going to be a nopressure situation when
Hogancamp said
I play her (Huber),"
The top seeds in the
maintaining her concen- Oakley said. "She's is
singles tourney are: No.
tration is going to be a
going to be the one who
1. Courtney Jones
key to doing well at the
is expected to win. She'll
(Henry Clay): No. 2,
state tourney.
have the pressure on
Kim Draud (Dixie
her.
Heights); No. 3, Wendy
If Hogancamp defeats
"I am just going to Anderson (Henry
Stevens,.she then plays
the winner of the match play as well as I can and Clay); No. 4, Huber;
No. 5, Varga; No. 6,
between Michelle see what happens."
Julie Gering (Sacred
Neclerio of Scott County
Oakley, too, has been Heart; No. 7, Julie
and Susan Duane of
working with Payne.
Abell (Sacred Heart)
Male. Neither Stevens,
"I have been practic- and No. 8, Stephanie
Neclerio or Duane is
ing all phases of my Dixon
(Henderson
among the top eight game
— ground strokes,
County.
seeds in the tournavolleys, serves." Oakley
ment • nor is
said.
The top seeds in the
Hogancamp.
tourney are:
doubles
Williams
and Carr
The first seeded
No. 1, Trisha Mahon and
play
Jennifer
Mallory
player Hogancamp
Sue Ann Bird (Henderwould face would be and Elizabeth Johnson son County ); No. 2,
of
Scott
County
in
the
fifth-seeded Julie Varga
Dawn Broham and
of Louisville Assump- first round of the state Sarah Rowan (Sacred
tournament
at
4
p.m.
tion, in the
Heart; No. 3, Helene
Thursday.
quarterfinals.
Jacobsson and
They were the No. 1 Stephanie Kirtley
"I don't know
anything about the girl seeds in the regional (Bowling Green( and
from Tates Creek or the tournament, but were No. 4
Long and
girls I would play in the beaten in the quarter- Roberts.
second round, but I finals by Amy Gregory
know Varga is real and Kelli McKnight of
Murray coach Jerry
good." Hogancamp Paducah Tilghman.
Shelton said the squad is
said. ''l imagine the
"We didn't play that leaving for Lexington at
other girls are real
bad," Carr said. "They 5 a.m. Wednesday,
good. too."
because he has a
just played better."
coaches' meeting at
Elizabeth Oakley,
If Williams and Can
12:45 p.m.
who gave Murray defeat the doubles team
enough points to qualify from Scott County. they
"These girls have
will face the winner of really worked hard getfor the state meet with
her semi-final victory the match between Lori ting ready for the state
over Kelly Haskins in Wood and Dawn Men- tournament," Shelton
the regionals. drew a shouse of Russell and said. "They are comfirst round bye in the Angel Long and Shan- petitors, and they are
state tournament.
non Roberts of Lex- going to go up to LexOakley faces ington Tates Creek.
ington and do. a good
Elizabeth Huber of KenLong and Roberts are job."

11111111.11•1110,0111 COOPOSATDON

Keep That Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Lore group of

HOUSTON (AP) —
The St. Louis Cardinals
had won three in a row,
and Ozzie Smith had a
simple formula for continued success.
"If we play the way
we have in the last three
games, we have a
chance," he said. "If we
don't, 4/e don't have a
chance."
Smith equalled his
career high with four
hits as the Cardinals
unloaded on three
Houston pitched to win
9-2 Monday night. St.
Louis stranded 17
baserunners, one shy of
the National League
record held by nine
clubs.
"Our ballclub has
started to hit better the
last couple of weeks,"
said Smith, who also
had two RBI. "It's one
of those things that had
to turn around when
guys are giving 100
percent."
The Cardinals had 14
hits and 10 walks, both
being the most allowed
by Houston pitching this
year.
Left hander John
Tudor, 5-3, pitched a
four-hitter, striking out
seven and walking one.
"Basically we're starting to do the things we
did last year to win,"
Tudor said. "We're getting our running game
going and we're getting
our bunts down."

Mike Madden, 1-2, got
kocked out after 5 1-3 innings, having given up
four runs on nine hits
and three wild pitches.
Every starting player
on the Cards, including
Tudor, scored a run.
Tudor, 5-3, retired the
Astros in order until the
fifth inning, when he
gave up consecutive
home runs to Glenn
Davis and Kevin Bass.
He struck out seven.
Smith also scored
once and stole two
bases. He had a two-run
single as the Cardinals
broke the game open by
scoring three runs with
two out in the eighth inning. Andy Van Slyke's
third home run, with one
out and one aboard in
the ninth, made the
score 9-2.
The Cardinals took a
1-0 lead in the third* on
Tommy Herr's RBI
single. Vince Coleman
started things off in the
inning with a single,
stole second and went to
third on an infield out
before scoring on Herr's
liner to right.
Davis led off the fifth
with his 10th home run
of the season and his
third in as many games.
Bass then connected on
his fifth of the season to
give the Astros a 2-1
advantage.
St. Louis regained the
lead 4-2 in the sixth.

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mon. Sot

98

Sun

247 0597

1 5

1983 Buick Mogul

Taco John's defeated
Hawaiian Tropic 13-6
and the Lions Club beat
Holland Drug 7-2 in the
Junior Babe Ruth
League Monday.
Doug Payne hit two
doubles and drove in a
run for Taco John's. Jon
Burkeen doubled and
plated two runs.
Michael Fulton had a
single, two RBI and four
steals.
Allen Bazzell was the
winning pitcher, working three innings.
Fulton and Kevin
Turner also pitched.
Greg Lassiter hit a triple and knocked in a run
for Hawaiian Tropic.
Craig Schwettman
doubled and drove in a
run. Mike Harrison hit
two singles.

Robbie Danner hurled
a complete game for the
Lions Club, striking out
seven. He also went
2-for-3.
Patrick Orr went
3-for-3 and had two RBI
for the Lions Club. One
of his hits was a triple.
Robert Jones and Cliff
Curd both tripled.
Dean Shoemaker
went 2-for-3 for Holland
Drug. Todd Clere tripled and knocked in a run.
Chris Hays had a RBIsingle. Mike Kelso and
Alan Miller had singles.
The Kiwanis Club
leads the league with a
3-0 record. Hawaiian
Tropic is second, at 2-1.
Taco John's and the
Lions Club have 2-2
record. Holland Drug
stands at 0-4.

Woolridge cracks three homers
Allison Photography
and the Royals
registered victories
Monday in the first two
Upper Division girls'
softball games of the
season.
Allison Photography
defeated the Dream
Team 17-12, while the
Royals beat the Swifties
21-3,
Amy Ford was the
winning pitcher for
Allison Photography.
She also went 3-for-3,
drove in a run and
scored three times.
Angie Miller went
2-for-3 and knocked in
three runs for Allison
Photography. Amy
Wallace tripled and
scored twice. P.J. Chadwick had a hit and two
walks and scored twice.
Melvina Urguhart
went 2-for-2 for the
Dream Team and
scored two runs. Nora
Garland had a RBI and
scored twice.
Leslie Loberger was
the winning pitcher for
the Royals and went
3-for-4, scoring three
runs.
Jenifer Hamilton and
Betsy Whitfield both
cracked home runs and
went 2-for-4 for the
Royals. Holly Cherry
went 3-for-3 and scored
four times. Lauri Perrin
sent 3-for-4 and scored
three runs. Tara Lamb
wtant—tfor-3, with two
runs scored. Aimee
Ford had a hit and two
walks and scored three
runs.
Ginger Billington,
Jenny Ragsdale, Beverly Young, Brenda
Cooper and Jenny
Young all went 1-for-2
for the Swifties. Billington hit a triple.
Ragsdale and Young
ad doubles.

in the third game.
Kelso contributed
Cathrine Hurt tripled triples.
Lulu Banks clouted a
and Heather Scott
doubled for the Pros home run for the Gofers. Susan Bucy triplCathy White and Mis- against the Go-fers.
e d . Amy Perrin
round-tripper
Darnell's
ty Darnell hit home
doubled.
runs, leading the Pros to plated two runs.
Amanda Edwards hit
a 19-8 win over the Go- ' Ginger Adams smackfers in the Middle Divi- ed a three-run homer for two triples, while
sion Girls' Softball the Go-fers. Amanda Meredith Julian and
League Monday.
Seaford had a triple. Jennifer McClain had
In the second game, Heather Gillum had a one apiece for the Blue
Angels.
Mary Cathrine double.
Besides Woolridge's
Woolridge hit three
Kellie Burkeen raphome runs, as the the three homers, Tonya ped two home runs for
Jammers downed the Hughes hit two and the Red Devils. Jennifer
Kadonna Randolph one Howe had one. Kelly
Go-fers 20-10.
The Blue Angels edg- for the Jammers. Anne Gupton and Heather
ed the Red Devils 17-16 Marie Shapla and Becky Key doubled.

Middle
Division

Analysis
By JOHN NELSON
AP Baseball Writer
Keith Hernandez has
made the fans forget.
Off to one of the best
starts of his career, the
New York Mets first
baseman has shed the
label of druggie.
Baseball is once again
foremost in his public
life.
"He's an iron man out
there," New York
Manager Davey
Johnson says. "He's
been the one consistent
factor on the team. I call
him Mr. Consistency."
Since accepting conditions of a penalty imposed by Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth earlier
this year, Hernandez
has refused to discuss
the cocaine involvement
he confessed during a
federal drug trial in Pittsburgh last fall.
In what amounted to a

Dress Pants

1/2 Price

Smith singled, stole se- Larry Andersen made it
cond and scored on a 4-2.
single by Terry
Smith's bases-loaded
Pendleton. A bases load- single in the eighth
ed walk by Madden to made the score 6-2. and
Van Slyke broke the tie, Pendleton drove in
and a sacrifice fly by another run with a
Jack Clark off reliever single.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Morooil, Powior Seats, Loa., Windows, Ale,
AM/FM Cossotte Stfiroo, 42xxx

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

plea to fans to forgive
him, Hernandez issued
a statement last Sept. 7
that sSid, in part:
"Since early 1983. I have
not used the drug. It's a
chapter in my life that is
closed, one that I am not
proud of. ... Cocaine is a
dead-end street. If I can
be an example for young
kids, as far as drugs are
concerned, then don't
mess with them."
Three days later, in
his first post-testimony
appearance at Shea
Stadium, Hernandez
received a standing ovation. In his recently
published book, "If At
First," he said he didn't
believe "fans were saying, 'Well done, Keith,
we approve.' " Rather,
he hoped they were saying, "You made a
mistake. It's over. ...
Were OK, you're OK.
Play ball."
On the road, there was
a smattering of boos.
and these continued as
the Mets opened the 1988
season at Pittsburgh.
The question easily
could have nagged at
him. How long would he
have to live with the
past? But he never gave
his own fans a chance to
boo him, k to wonder
whether drugs had cost
him his skillt It was apparent from the very
Start they hadn't.

Not only has 1986 provided a fresh start for
Hernandez, but it also
has been what he calls
his "best start ... since
1980."
"I've been a better
second-half player my
whole career, so this is
really nice," Hernandez
says. "It's been six
years since I had a good
start, and it's nice."
Going into tonight's
game against San
Diego, Hernandez was
among the National
League leaders in batting average (.347), hits
(61), runs ( 32) and
doubles (13). He also
had 24 RBI, and had
played in every game
this season.
The best is yet to
come, though. Hernandez says.
"I'm not really hot
yet," he says,"not like I
was last July."
Last July, Hernandez
had 40 hits in 102 at-bats
for a .392 average. He
had 29 RBI, a .475 onbase percentage and an
11-game hitting streak.
"Right now, I'm trying to be consistent, trying to stay away from
slumps., and so far I've
been successful," Hernandez said.
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S T Due captures third straight Kentucky Sire Stakes
S T Due,-owneci by
Cowley Vernon of Murray, won his third
straight Kentucky Sire
Stakes race for pacers
Saturday night.
S T Due raced headto-head with Soft Twist
for the first % of a mile
then pulled away at the
top of the stretch and
posted a three-length
win in 1:59 over a mile
at the Audobon Race
Track in Henderson.
The success of S T
Due has a western Kentucky firm seeking to
syndicate the threeyear-old colt.
"I have already
agreed to syndicate
him," Vernon said Monday. "They are working
on the paperwork right
now."
Vernon said he is selling 49 percent of S T Due
for $400,000.

out and having the races among the three-yearsplit up cost me about old colts on the Ken$50.000," Vernon said.
tucky pacing circuit.
S T Due captured the
He will go after the
first Sire Stakes race at fourth and final Sire
the Louisville Downs on Stakes crown on June 13
April 19 in 2:00. He won at the Red Mile, where
the second race at the
he resides.
Red Mile in Lexington in
Vernon is hoping for a
1:58.2 over a sloppy fast track.
track.
"He hasn't had a good
Vernon's colt has track to race on in any
already secured Horse of the Sire Stakes
of the Year honors races," Vernon said.

"He could have gone
faster at Audobon but
we held him back
because of the track
The syndicate had a vet
there to check him, and
he was amazed because
the horse hadn't even
broken a sweat in winning the race."
Vernon said S T Due's
worth will go up considerably if he can post
a 1:54.

"On a good track, he
is very capable of going
Vernon said.
Vernon said his horse
already is one of the top
ten' three-year-old colts
in the world. "Maybe
even one of the top
five."
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Boston
New York
Baltimore
Milwaukee
lietroit
Cleveland
Toronto

34
31
28
25
23
24
24

L
15
19
19
23
24
25
27

Pct
604
621
596
521
480
490
471

5
84
10
10
II

25
25
24
24
19
19
19

24
25
25
27
29
31
31

510
500
490
471
396
380
380

1
2
54
64
64

GB

MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
B Arm NG 1108 at bats I-Boggs. Boston.
396.
Yount, Milwaukee 371, Puckett. Minnesota.
363.
Bell. Toronto. .330. Rice. Boston. 330
RUNS-FtHenderson. New York. 49. Puckett.
Minnesota, 45. Phillips. Oakland, 39, Boggs.
Boston, 37.
Barfield. Toronto. 35. Joyner. California. 35.
OBnen.
Texas, 35.
RBI -Canseco. Oakland. 47. Joyner. California,
43.
Mattingly. New York, 40, Rice. Boston, 39,
Puckett_
Minnesota, 38.
HITS-Puckett, Minnesota, /8 . Boggs.
Boston. 72.
Mattingly. New York. 67. Rice, Boston. 65,
Molieby.
Toronto. 64.
DOUBLES-Boggs. Boston, 16. Law, Kansas
City,
16: Mattingly. New York. 16. DwEvans,
Boston. IS,
Tabler, Cleveland, 15
TRIPLES-Owen, Seattle, 4. 11 are tied with
3
HOME RUNS-Joyner, California. 17. Canseco,
Oakland, 15: Puckett. Minnesota, 15. Barfield.
Toronto. 12, Gaetti. Minnesota, 12
STOLEN BASES-RHenderson. New York.
37,
Cangelosi. Chicago. 24: Moseby, Toronto. 14:
Wiggins.
Baltimore. 13. Butler. Cleveland, 12
PITCHING ill decisions -Clemens, Boston,
9-0,
1 000. 2_64. Haas. Oakland. 7-1, 875. 2S4.
Boddicker
Baltimore, 5-1. 833, 3.35: Nieves. Milwaukee.
5-1, .833.
468. Rasmussen, New York. 5-1. 833, 396
STRIKEOUTS-Clemens. Boston. 90:
Hurst.
Boeton, 89. Higuera, Milwaukee. 79, Rip.
Oakland.
75; Blyleven. Minnesota. 70.
SAVES- Aase. Baltimore. IS. Righetti.
New York,
12: Harris Texas, 8. Stanley. Boston. 8.4
are tied with

West Division
Texas
California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Minnesota
Seattle

Robert Reid is the least
of my worries."
Bird scored 25 points,
grabbed 15 rebounds
and handed out 11
assists Sunday in the
Rockets' 106-104 victory
that narrowed the
Celtics' lead to 2-1 in
their best-of -seven
championship series.
However, Houston
guard Robert Reid
guarded Bird in the se-

cond half and the Celtics
star forward scored only six points in the second half as the Rockets
rallied.
The Rockets will try
to pull even in the series
tonight before another
vocal sellout crowd of
16,016 in The Summit.
The fifth game is
scheduled here Thursday night with Games 6
and 7, if they are

necessary, in Boston
Garden where the
Celtics lost just one
game this season.
Despite the Rockets'
pulsating comeback
Sunday, Bird and his
teammates weren't
demoralized or
impressed.
"This team doesn't
need to talk about
games like other

their semifinal Thursday, with the American
trying to end a twomatch losing streak
against the
Czechoslovak. For their
careers, Lloyd leads in
head-to-head meetings
18-5.
In the men's field, No.
8 Henri Leconte. 22,
downed 18-year -old
Horacio de la Pena 6-1.
6-2, 6-1.
The only teen-ager to
advance was
Wimbledon champion
Boris Becker, and the
18-year-old third seed
from West Germany
almost didn't make it,
either.
Down one set and a
service break, Becker
rallied to beat Emilio
Sanchez of Spain, the
1 4 th seed who
celebrated his 21st birthday last week, 6-0, 4-6,
4-6, 6-4, 6-2.
The youngest of the
youngsters was to try to

stem the tide of old age
today. Mary Joe Fernandez, the 14-year-old
from Miami, Fla., was
to play sixth-seeded
Helena Sukova of
Czechoskloyakia for a
women's semifinal
berth.
The remaining
women's quarterfinal
pitted top-seeded Martina Navratilova of the
United States against
Kathy Rinaldi, a
19-year-old American
who - at 14 years, 1
month - was the
youngest quarterfinalist
ever at the French
Open, in 1981.
The men's quarterfinals ended with the
lone American left, 13thseeded Joahn Kriek,
meeting 33-year -old
-Guillermo Vilas and topseeded Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia against
Equador's Andres
Gomez, seeded ninth.
Graf was serving for

the match at 5-4 in the
second set when she
sent a forehand long.
Mandlikova forced a
tiebreaker, won it to tie
the match and breezed
through the final set,
breaking Graf twice in
the first three games
and winning eight of the
last 10 points.
Lloyd and Bassett
went through an hourlong first set on center
court that the Canadian
said drained her of
energy.
Lloyd, in the
semifinals of a Grand
Slam tournament for
the 39th time, said it was
hard to get going
against Bassett in the
day's first match.
"At 11 o'clock, I'm not
at my best," Lloyd said.
Becker said a brief
rain delay midway
through the fourth set
helped him.

teams," Bird said.
"We don't need team
meetings or pep rallies.
We just need to know
what we have to do to
win.
"The only thing I
worry about is being
behind three or four
points with one second
to go."
Houston outscored the
Celtics 12-2 in the last
three minutes Sunday
and Bird had just one
basket in the final four
minutes.
"I'm sure they were
pleased with themselves
but they realize that today is another day,"
Bird said. "... Now we
know how well we can
play. We knew yesterday (Sunday) was going
to be their best game of
the series."
But the Rockets claim
the best is yet to come.
"We can still play a
lot better," Reid. who is
6-foot-8, the same height
as Bird. said. "We've
got to be more mentally
prepared for the third
quarter and we've got to
get over some of those
shooting lulls."
Boston guard Dennis
Johnson was a firstn-d observer of
Houston's comeback
a 41 he hopes he's seen
the last of such efforts.
"I don't know if they
can play any better,
they hope they can and I
hope they can't,"
Johnson said. "Those
questions will be
answered soon enough."

Monday's Games
Toronto 3. Minnesota 1
Boston 3. Cleveland i
Texas I. Chicago 0
Milwaukee 7, Kansas City 2
Oakland 7, Detroit 1
California R. New York 7
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota o Butcher 0-3, at Toronto I Cerutti 1-1 o
,
on
Seattle 1Wilcox 0-61 at Baltimore iBoddicker 5.1 I.
nl
Cleveland (Schulze 3.2i at Boston Brown 3-ti. ono
Texas 1Correa 3-3, at Chicago I Davis 2-21. n
Kansas City iSaberhagen 2-5, at Milwaukee Leary
3.4i fl
Detroit I LaPoint 2-3, at Oakland I Young 3-1,. ino
New York (Rasmussen 5-11 it California Sutton
25i. ni
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City at Milwaukee
Detroit at Oakland
Minnesota at Toronto. in
Seattle at Baltimore. in,
Cleveland at Boston. in )
Texas at Chicago. n 1
New York at California. n •
_
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
New York
13
32
711 Montreal
20
26
565 64
Philadelphia
22 24
478 104
Chicago
21
26
447 12
Pittsburgh
19
25
432 124
St Louis
19
27
413 134
West DIVIS•On
Houston
20
28
583 San Francisco
26
23
531
24
Atlanta
25
21
510 34
San Diego
21
25
490 44,
Los Angeles
23 28
451
64
Cincinnati
28
18
391
9
Monday's Games
New York 11. San Diego 2
Philadelphia 13. Los Angeles 2
Chicago 8, Cincinnati 6
Pittsburgh 9, Atlanta 2
St Louis 9. Houston 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Franclsco Blue 1-3 , at Montreal 1 Youmans
4 4, I n I
San Diego I Thurmond 2-4, at New York Fernandez
5-ii. ono
I.os Angeles , Valenzuela 7-3, at Philadelphia , Mad
dux 0-0o. ino
Chicago I Trout 2-3i at Cincinnati I Denny 3-51. in ,
Pittsburgh iMcWilliams 1-3, at Atlanta I Mahler
4.51. ono
St Louis o Mathews 0-01 at Houston ( Deshales 1•1,.

753-8355
Wednesdays Games
Pittsburgh at Atlanta
San Francisco at Montreal in.
San Diego at New York. on ,
Los Angeles at Philadelphia Ino
Chicago at Cincinnati. in
St Louis at Houston. in I

A ME RICAN LEAGUE
East Division

Lloyd, Mandlikova reach semis
PARIS (AP - So
much for the youth
movement.
Experience took over
Monday at the French
Open, a tournament that
in its first week had
started to take on
aspects of a tennis
kindergarten.
Chris Evert Lloyd and
Hana Mandlikova, two
old-timers, became the
first players into the
semifinals when they
turned back strong
challenges from two
teen-agers.
Lloyd, the 31-year-old
defending champion,
beat 18-year-old Carling
Bassett 5-7. 6-2, 6-1.
Mandlikova, the 1981
winner and a
semifinalist here four
other times, defeated
16-year-old Steffi Graf
2-6, 7-6, 6-1, ending
Graf's winning streak at
23 matches.
Lloydand
Mandlikova, 24, play

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Cowley Vernon's three-year-old colt S T Due won his third straight Kentucky
Sire Stakes race Saturday
night at the Audobon Race Track in Henderson. Vernon is in the process
of selling 49 percent of the
pacer for $400,000.

His Sauced won a
claiming rack in 2:03.3.
It was Sauced fifth win
in 18 outings.

SCOREBOARD

LINDY SUITER

Winning, not Reid, concerns Bird
HOUSTON (API Larry Bird isn't worried
about how Houston
plans to defense him or
which Rocket will be
covering him. He's just
worried about winning.
"I really don't care
who guards me," Bird,
the NBA's most
valuable player the last
three seasons, said. "If I
get the same shots I got
Sunday I'll be happy.

McGaughey, also had a
horse running at
Audobon Saturday
night.

IV

After the next Sire
Stakes race, S T Due is
competing in a $65,000

"We will still have
control of the horse," he
noted. "We will still be
making all of the decisions concerning him.
Nobody will be able to
tell us what to do."
S T Due has won over
$30,000 this year, despite
being held out for a
month due to the flu and
vying for reduced
purses in the Sire Stakes
races because the size of
the fields dictated
dividing them into two
divisions and splitting
the purse.
"I figure holding him

stakes race in Detroit,
Vernon said.
Another Murray resident, Dr. Robert

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1108 at bats(-Ray. Pittsburgh,
.359:
KHernandez. New York, .347. Gwynn. San
Diego.
346, CBrown, San Francisco, 333, Brooks, Montreal,
327
RUNS-Gwynn,San Diego. 34. Murphy. Atlanta,
33,
KHerriandez, New York. 32, RReynolds.
Pittsburgh.
32, Rainek. Montreal, 32. ViClark. San
Francisco. 12
RBI-Brooks. Montreal, 40, Marshall, Los Angeles,
37. Schmidt. Philadelphia, 36: CDavis, San
Francisco.
35, Horner, Atlanta. 34
HITS-Gwynn, San Diego. 66. KHernandez
. New
York. 61. Ray. Pittsburgh, 60. Sandberg, Chicago.
60.
Leonard, San Francisco, 58: Sax. Los Angeles.
58
DOUBLES-Hayes. Philadelphia, 15, RReynolds.
Pittsburgh. 15, Bream. Pittsburgh. 14;
Ounston.
Chicago. 14. Kfiernandez. New York, 13, Ray.
Pittsburgh, 13
TRIPLES-Coleman, StLouls. S. Moreno. Atlanta,
5. McGee. StLouis. 4, Raines. Montreal, 4.
Brooks.
Montreal, 3, Dykstra, New York 3, Milner.
Cincinnati. 3
HOME RUNS-Marshall, Los Angeles. 13, Brooks,
Montreal. 12. Dawson. Montreal. 11. Garvey.
San
Diego. II: McReynolds, San Diego, II. Parker.
Cin•
cinnati. 11
STOLEN BASES-Coleman, StL.ouis, 27, Duncan.
Los Angeles, 22, Raines, Montreal. 18,
Doran.
Houston. 14, Dykstra, New York. 14. EDavis.
Cincinnati. 14
PITCHING 16 decisions,-Darling. New York.
6-1.
657, 3.68. Fernandez, New York, 5-1, 633.
295.
Kerfeld. Houston, 5-1, 833. 1 34, LaCoss. San
Francisco. 5-1. 833. 266. knepper. Houston. 9-2.
818. 238
STRIKEOUTS-Scott, Houston. 98, Valenzuela.
Los
Angeles. 76. Welch. Los Angeles. 73, ZSmith,
Atlanta.
67, Gooden, New York. 66
SAVES-DSmith, Houston 12 Reardon, Montreal.
12. Franco, Cincinnati, 8. Gossage. San Diego,
8,
LeSmIth, Chicago. 8, Orosco, New York, 8.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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FREE AOC-0--M

SCRAMBLER
HANDLER.

A M/A-COM home satellite TV system broadens your
viewing choices.
You'll enjoy dozens of channels. Up to 300
movies a month. A wide array of televised
sports. 24-hour news. And more.
So come to our
store. Get a M/A-COM
satellite system at our
low price. And liven up the
view in your home.
A step ahead In satellite TV

iya,= A

with purchase of complete
As Low As

/PA

=

Satellite System

Why miss out on your favorite programming Just
because of a scrambled signal Now you can
handle
the scramble with the VIDEOCPHEr II 2000
SERIES from
M/A-COM This incredible technology automatic
ally
unscrambles your subscribed signal to give
you crystal
clear reception It's-simple-to-install, easy-to-op
erate and
features 28 assist displays- So visit Os today And
stay
tuned to your favorite programming with the 'Scramble
r
Handler" from M/A-COM

HURRY
Quantities Limited

/*col
SIMMS MINI
VIDIOCIPHER'

Ilanrac,r,41•100•110115 MS SOWS

.41111111111111111111111111111111111\
""Z41

$39695

Per Month For A Complete Systom

EFes,
FONO

41111,101.11104*/
,

Ziff
LIFE

from the start

WM/ff

EASY
HANDLING
•locc 2 cycle engine
•electronic ignition
soightweight 9 7 tbs
slap cutting head to
advance lone
Perfect Gift it
the man of
the house
already has
and Echo
straight shaft
trimmer

GT1000

ONLY

9

'99

N
ECHO OWNERS TURN YOUR
ECHO INTO A CULTIVATOR
!decal for flower beds Of Weefiglig
gardens Fits all previous 21cc &

30cc sttaight shaft inr^rT
'
en

STARQUEST
SATELLITE SYSTMS, INC.
Four-way Stop, P.O. Box 128
Hardin, Kentucky 42048
Ph.(502) 437-4138

e
4

7995

ONLY

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110
1
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Humanely speaking
"Aloof," "Independent," "Unaffectionate.** Cats often get
a bum rap 'from people
who have never really
become acquainted with
the breed. Some people
have carried a dislike of
cats from childhood,
perhaps from being
scratched by a frightened animal or from the
idea that "dogs are
man's best friend."
Some men have been
taught that in our
culture men are supposed to like dogs and
women are supposed to
like cats!
But cats, once revered
as deities by the Egyptians and persecuted
during the Middle Ages
as agents of Satan, are
undergoing a current
upsurge in popularity in
American households,
and a number of women
tell us that it is their
husbands who are cat
lovers in the family_
Since June is being
celebrated nationally as
-Adopt a Cat Month,"
perhaps a discussion of
the qualities that make
the cat a unique and
often beloved companion is in order.
Cats have often been
badly misunderstood,
and it takes considerble
effort and patience to
get to know them. Few
owners, however, would
ever seriously maintain
that they understand the
family cat entirely, and
that is perhaps one of
the charms of the cat
which so endears it to
humans. Cats are extremely subtle animals,
and they often seem to
consider the commonplace from an "oblique" direction. Thus,
each day with a cat is an
intriguing and new experience_ Just when you
think you have her or
him
figured out, she
does something completely out of character
— something wacky —
that makes you wonder
if you know anything
about her at all. You
may come to wonder if

Humane Society of Calloway County

the crafty kitty is simply toying with you. I
once bragged to friends
that my favorite cat had
never once, in nine
years. done one single
thing I had asked her to
do. To prove my point. I
called to her to come sit
in my lap. The cat promptly dashed into the
room and bounded into
my lap. No doubt the
other cat lovers in the
room understood
perfectly.
I had always owned
dogs, and when I decided to take in a stray cat
that some unfeeling
human had dumped on
the road, I wasn't sure
whether I liked cats at
all. Very soon, I
discovered that the cat
would not do anything I
wanted it to do. Unlike
dogs I had known who
were all too eager to
please, she refused to
come when called, disdained food cats were
supposed to like, refused to roll over or shake
hands, and gave me a
withering look when I
suggested that she fetch
the evening paper. I
began to try to elicit
favorable responses
from the cat. Once you
begin to alter your own
behavior to please tabby, you are lost.
In a few short weeks,
you awake one morning
to the realization that
you are doing precisely
what the cat wants you
to do: holding the patio
door open while the
snow drifts in upon you
as the cat calmly
decides whether she
wants to go out (or in (;
opening the door to the
bedroom fifty times a
day in response to an
impatient scratch or
meow from tabby (one
owner once remarked
that his cat had "been
born on the worng side
of a door" 1; buying a
wide variety of cat food
and worrying whether it
is arranged on the plate
in a manner aesthetically pleasing to your particular feline. "Please

5•1..7K T5 GUY'S
&-0,07 1-1ITTER !
6E7 WAY BACK!

Each cat has his own
private ways of showing
love. My own toMmy. as
I write, has come to sit
squarely on the
typewriter as if to say,
"Let's rap," and his
series of low, throaty
"chirps" or "gurgles"
are pure poetry to the
cat lover's ear.

eat something," you
hear yourself beg. (By
the way, never buy the
cat's favorite food in
large quantities when it
is on sale — the cat will
change brands as you
unload it from the car.)
Gradually it dawns on
you that no one ever
owns a cat as they do a
dog; rather, somehow
that devious feline has
you at her beck and
call! You realize that
tabby permits you to
share her home and that
you go forth each morning to earn enough to
support her in the style
to which she has accustomed you to. And
once you stop struggling
wth kitty to maintain
mastery of your home,
you will find life easier
and simpler. Any
vestige of human pride
you may try to maintain
will just get in the way
of establishing good
relations with your cat
and she will subtly strip
it from you unless you
adjust.
Then one day, you will
suddenly realize to your
dismay that you conniving cat has made you
like the whole ex:
perience! She may put
you down in front of
family and friends, but
you come to find even
that engaging and intriguing. You wonder if
you are a masochist or
perhaps a very secure
person emotionally. Or
perhaps you have
become as wacky as
your feline friend. But
you love her very much.

Once you have been
throroughly humbled;
once you have learned
to satisfy her every
whim; once you have
As you observe tabby learned to interpret her
and desperately try to smallest gesture as a
understand her, xeu will token of affection; you
diseover that she is a will find your relationrather complex animal; ship with your cat
each one is vastly dif- deepens into love and
ferent even from its own life-long companionlitter mates. You will ship. Once you
discover that she, for all recognize your cat for
you faults such as the superior being she
slowness in opening Is, you will sometimes
doors, is rather fond of wonder why she deigns
you. But her ways of to associate with you at
showing it are subtle, all. That is one of the inunlike the fawning dog triguing mysteries
who slops footprints on which are the peculiar
your blousejor lapel in
an effort to please you.
You must look closely
for signs of affection,
and after living (baffled
"The Farmers Home
and intimidated) with a
cat for a few weeks, you Administration
will find even the tiniest (FmHA) will offer 80
hint of regard for you single-family homes for
wholly satisfying to sale from June 1 to
your ego. Most cats, if August 29 in Kentucky,"
they like and trust you, Kendall L. Seaton, state
will raise their tails a bit director said.
"These are homes
as they approach you —
generally the "salute" that have come into our
occurs about three feet possession though loan
away. It is a gesture of liquidations and have
affection which kittens been determined ungive their mother cat suitable for FmHA's
and even the family dog Section 502 housing proif they happen to like gram. These homes are
him. Others will get in being offered on attracyour lap, stand on your tive terms," Seaton
chest and knead you said. "They are priced
with their front claws. below market value and
Your snagged double the normally required
knit T-shirt tells other downpayments are beexperienced cat owners ing waived or reduced
"My Cat Loves Me," during the 90-day sale
and you will come to period."
The U.S. Department
wear it proudly in
public. Purring and rub- qf Agriculture Agency
bing against ankles acquires residences
(especially if you are from time to time from
wearing basic black) borrowers who are
are other indications of unable to continue
your cat's approval. payments and voluntarily turn the property

The Animal Shelter
located at 105 E.
Sycamore Extended
(759-4141) has a large
number of healthy and
appealing cats and kittens who desperately
need good homes. June
Is Adopt a Cat Month.
Visit or call the Shelter,
which is open from
12:30-5 p.m. weekdays
and 1-4 p.m. weekends,
and select a delightful,
life-long companion.
Among those cats
available is a longhaired white male cat
who is deaf.
Remember the annual
Rabies Clinic conducted
by the Department of
Health, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday of
tis week. You have a
legal (and moral)
responsibility to see that
your pet is vaccinated
against this dread
disease.

FmHA to sell homes

FARTHER!6ET BACK AS
FAR AS YOU CAN!!

over, and
foreclosure.

through

Persons interested in
buying a house either
for a residence or for investment purposes can
obtain information on
locations, descriptions,
sale terms and prices
from FmHA County Offices. The Government
listing section of the
local telephone directories under "United
States Department of
Agriculture, Farmers
Home Administration"
will give the location of
the nearest County
Office.
"With inflation largely diminished and interest rates lower than
in several years, this
should be an opportune
time for many people to
buy," Seaton said. "We
invite everyone's
interest."
This is an Equal Housing Opportunity
Program.
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ELIZABETHTOWN; Ky. (AP‘) — An
Owensboro man was killed Monday when his
twin-engine plane apparently hit a guy wire and
crashed to the ground, police said.
The victim, Byron Ratliff, 58, was the only occupant, Officer Charles Sanders of the
Elizabethtown police said.
It was foggy when the accident occurred about
10:48 a.m., Sanders said, but the cause is still
under investigation. Federal authorities were
called in to investigate.
The guy wire was attached to a Kentucky
Educational Television tower, about 3 miles
from the city airport. The four-passenger plane
crashed on an earthen dam next to a city reservoir, Sanders said.
Ratliff was bringing the plane to the airport for
servicing.
————
IRVINE, Ky.(AP) — An altercation in Irvine
has left one man dead, another injured and two
people charged with assault, state police said.
State police identified the victim as James
Neal, 28, of Irvine.
According to police reports, Neal allegedly
shot Steven Hunt, 25, also of Irvine, in the
shoulder during a fight Sunday about 6 miles
west of Irvine on Pea Ridge Road. During the
altercation, Neal allegedly was stabbed in the
abdomen b"14-year-old juvenile'. Neal tried to
drive away, but his pickup overturned about 150
yards from the fight scene.
Clifton Earl Hunt, 27, arrived at the scene and
found his brother Steven wounded. He then
allegedly went down the road to Neal's overturned truck and assaulted Neal, state police said.
Clifton Neal and the juvenile were arrested
about 6 p.m. and charged with first-degree
assault and lodged in the Estill County jail. State
police said other charges in the case were pending the results of an autopsy on Neal's body to
determine the cause of death.
A spokesman at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center said no information was being
released on Steven Hunt's condition at the request of the family.
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Notice

BARRETT Service
Center has Monroe
heavy duty shocks for
$8.88. 200 N 9th St.
753.6001.

REALLY?
(.44S

—POW ABOUT
LETTING ME KNOW
WI-IAT YOU PUT DOWN
FOP RADER TWO'

54.1t UP, GOV.
So, what's your
vvene
,-fr iend 2

Re's mad!
Mad, J ,
-tell you •

/3415m,
6

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced—
At Rates As Low As

WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!
Please join us
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
at home or
with our staff
at Bethesda
Ministries
115 S. 4th St.
753-1622
80 lb CONCRETE MixJust add water! $2.10.
Mid -South Wholesale
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris: 901642-2552.

Ne ce.e
DON'T TELL
ON ME—
I'LL DO ,
ANYTNING!

2 .Notice

Summer Day Camp
1st Assembly
of God
Sunshine Center
Ages 6-10. Includes
swimming instruction, field trips, sport
education, movie
time, many other activities. Begins June
2. Call 753-6695 or
759-9359.

$21

305 N. 4d,
753-7273

PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.
1, ISA- Mastercard'. Gef
your card today. No One
Refused. Call (refundable I 1-518-459-3546
Ext. C•827 for info
24HRS.

1000 Sun Beds
Wolff System-Sunal
CLEARANCE SALE
Manufacturer Direct
1-800-228-6292

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the PartA deductible and
co-payment
amounts. You will
be required to pay
even more of the
bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you will have to
pay the first 2492.00
before Medicare
pays anything. For
free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Frye loeal claim service"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

OH, GREAT!
NOW THE
PLACE WILL
BE FULL OF
CIGARETTE
SMOKE

oa4wr's IT'S SETTING OFF MY
rr TO
SMOKE DETECTOR
YOU' NEXT DOOR

P/44A/7731M ITEACHE5 M
W,77-? ONE eiRcoir LEAP„,

MAKE THAT A
HAM ON RYE

1 Burst
4 Skins
9 Priest's
vestment
12 Is in poor
health
13 Garret
14 Baltic, e.g.
15 Lucid
17 One more
19 Emmets
21 Before
22 Makes
jagged
25 Noblemen
29 Japanese
drama
30 Abounds
32 Debatable
33 Small child
35 Harvests
37 Neckpiece
38 Brother of
Jacob
40 Talk idly
42 Tin symbol
43 Raises
45 Walked

wearily
47 Likely
49 Iroquian
Indians
50 Pertaining to
the stars
54 Barter
57 Meadow
58 Get up
60 Carpet
61 Still
62 Warm
63 Ship's record
DOWN
1Moccasin
2 Lubricate
3 Beg
4 Mate
5 Latin
conjunction
6 Greek letter
7 Boundary
8 Tally
9 Cigarette
residue
10 Shelter

Answer to Previous Puzzle

000 UOU0D MOO
0013 M0000 000
00000 =WOW
0 OUM
DO
0000 DUO MOM
UOM 00M000000
00 000 ODM 0121
00000M000 000
0000 111010 U000
MU MOMO
000000 3000011
000 MUM 030
0010 0030D BOO
11 Prohibit
16 Dillseed
18 Athletic
group
20 Precipitous
22 Bury
23 Loop
24 Sting
26 Pilfer

MEM MENEM MAI
MIMI MEM EMI
MEM. =EMU=
MEOW MINI
WIMMIIMEM MINIM
WM MEM MIMI
MEM MEOW MEM
MIMI MEM NM
MEM' MINIMMOM
MEM MO=
MdMINIEd MEOW
MIIIM
MI
MEM MOM MOW

27 Disconnec ed
28 Remain erect
31 Extra
34 Chinese
Pagoda
36 Began
39 Mountains of
Europe
41 Arabian
chieftain
44 Part of chair
46 A size of type
48 Bibilcal weed
50 Crafty
51 Golf mound
52 Dine
53 Tear
55 Pair
56 Breakfast
item
59 Yes, to Juan

a month!

Bennett &
Associates

3

Card of Thanks

Card of Thanks
We would like to
thank the friends &
former neighbors
for their calls &
cards at the passing of our mother.
A special thanks to
New
the
Providence Communifor
their
ty
beautiful
floral
spray. That community was always
home to her.
The Family of
Bess Linville
5 Lost and Found
LOST Siberian Rusky
puppy, black & silver. 5
months old. 1 1,2-2 ft.
tall Reward 753-7632
before Ra m or after
10p m
:ao1p wanteg_
EASY ASSEMBL
WORK' $714.1? per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales Details-- send
stamped envelope
Elan- 332. 3418 En•
terprise. Ft Pierce. Fl
33482.
..11111.
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Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

9. Situation

Wanted

24.

Miscellaneous
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24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent

43.

Real Estate
51. Campers
53 Services Offered
ACRES southwest of
BEST service in town USED lumber for sale
town, or wilP sell in lots 1968 INTERNATIONAL GENERAL contractor.
en mowers, trimmers 2x10. 21x14- 20 ft. long.
Oak Manor Apt.
or sections. Call 753-1349 school bus camper. 20 years - experience
and chain saws. We 2nd & Poplar, ask for
Complete_ly
after 6p.m.
good condition, $2400. Roofing & painting.
service what others Phillip or Bobby
remodeled cottage
OVERNMENT homes No calls Saturday. 436- indoor & outdoor No job
can't. Stokes Tractor Thomas.
2528.
from $1
to small. 474-8057.
1.3 repair)
753-1319.
VIDEO movies low as
style.
Delinquent tax pro- 1972 MINI- motorhome. GUTTERING by Sears
EMERGENCY Clear- $10. Guaranteed. Great
Located
perty. Repossessions. Midas, looks good, is Sears continuous gutin Park
ance. Sacrificing '84 Movies Library ComCall 805-687-6000 Ext. food. $3750. 753-6505.
ters installed for your
aluminum walled pools. pany 8019 Hayport.
like atmosphere,
H-8155
for current repo 1976 MIDAS 21 ft.. fully specifications. Call
15x24 swim area. $799 Wheelersburg, Ohio
next
Senior
to
the
list.
self contained with tub Sears 753-2310 for free
complete. Making room 45694. Free list
Citizen Center &
kOPPERUD Realty & shower, air and estimate.
for '86 models. Financ- 1-800-544-1574 Extension
offers a complete range awning, double axels. T-LAMILTON Cultured
ing available. Call col- 746.
Greenhouse on 94
FREE $300 kit! Now
of Real Estate services Extra clean garage Marble. tops- sinks.
lect for Mr. Fish 614 279
hiring House of Lloyds
West in Murray.
with a wide selection of kept. 44.000. 489-2538.
panels. custom made
8833.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
toy and gift superquality home in the city
vanities. Free Est 75'3Near churches,
FOR a healthier, more
visors! Call Dianne
&
in
12x60
2 BR in Fox
the county. All
%400
beautiful lawn use
606-284-7845 collect!
grocery stores & in
price ranges. Phone 52. Boats-Motors
StacDust- Proven ef- Meadows, Extra nice.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
heart
excellent
753-1222
of
Moving
must
sell, Call
for courteous. 16' LARSON sailboat
fective. For custom
$16.040- $59.230/yr.
competent Real Estate with trailer_ No leaks
residential area.
applications of Stac- 759-9890 or 753-5944.
ALUMINUM
Now hiring. Call 805-687service.
We
make buy- Excellent condition
Dust on your lawn call 1980 14x70, 2 BR, large
6000 Ext. R-8155 for
Federally
funded
SERVIC
ing
E CO.
&
selling
Real Call 436-2879.
Ag Brokers on Indust- kitchen & living room,
current federal list.
Estate easy for you.
Aluminum and vinyl
specially insulated &
assistan
rental
ce
rial
1974
Rd.
753-4533.
23'
Cruiser,
Re188
Mer1-IAIRDRESSER
wanSiding. Custom trim
constructed, central
ferences Available.
cruiser, tandem trailer
program available.
44. Lots for Sale
ted. Apply at Haircuts.
work. Refarancos.
heat & air, all applianwith electric winch. $4500
LARGE,
large,
large
etc. or call 753-6745.
Call Will Ed Bailey
ces. Excellent home.
ONLY 3/4 mi. from Call 753-0133 or 436-2172.
selection
storage
of
For
Informatio
n
NATIONAL corporation
lake. You can buy 5 1977 CAPTAIN'S Craft,
753-0689
Oltilldings in stock for 753-4522 or 438-2132.
Call
seeking 75 professionals
wooded acres for only 50 ft., V8 gen.. dual air.
Immediate delivery. 1981 SUNSHINE Mobile
experienced in mak:
MOBIL
E HOME
$5995. With reasonable ex. cond. *24.500. Call
753-1268 753-4775
Aceee eo.r table H'ome, 14x70, 3 BR, 2
agement and motivAdown payment & $141 618-524-5025 days. 524- Specialist Repair and
Buildings, Mayfield. bath, underpinning,
753-8920
[ion, For information
preventative mainten
per month. Property 2533 evenings.
central air, $10,000. Call
Ky. 502-247-7831.
10. Business Opportunity
and interview:
ance
Roofs floors,
located on black top 3 3' NArTA
after 6p.m. 437-4919.
LAWN
mower
batLINE
Marketing/PurchasOWN a ladles or teries,
1982 14x70, 3 BR, 2 bath, 2 BR furnished apt. road near Hamlin & houseboat 1967. T200's. plumbing, wiring,
volt,
12
$19.99.
ing Network. June 5,
hurricane straps 754
childrens fashion store. Wallin Hardwar
gen., VHF. $15.000.
e. has gas heat, in excellent Utilities paid. No chil- Pinebluff. Call 753-7531.
Bardstown, Holiday
4850
Our 10 year old com- Paris, TN.
dren. $200 per month.
condition. Call 436-5541.
753-4065
evenings.
Inn. 31E South. 7:30.
46. Homes for Sale
pany can help you open
LAWN mower. 22" cut, SEVERAL 10' & 12' Call 753-1739.
'84 GLASSTRON 15 ft. MOODY'S Mower
June 6, Danville, Holiyour own business. We
ALMOST
pickup and
new,
2
mobile
br,
3
homes.
BR, 2 bath, on ski boat, open bow. 125 Repair
Ideal
for
Apt,
4
Briggs
h.p.
Stratton
&
day Inn 7:30. June 7,
supply inventory, fixAll work
engines, $179.99. Wallin lake or rental, furnished in Westwood subdivison, Camelot Dr. Large Evinrude, some ac- delivery
Louisville. Executive
tures. training, site
or unfurnished, AC. with built-in microwave, great room with cessories, $5350. Call guaranteed Call 753
Hardware, Paris, TN.
Inn East 2,00. June 10.
evaluation, and airfare
5668
range, refrifgerator, fireplace, fenced back- 753-8512 753-6149.
Negotiable. 753-5209.
Lexington. Springs
Famous lines include NEW shipment of push TAAILER
for sale, 2 dishwasher and disposal. yard. Lots of extras. GLASSPAR fishing ODD rob specialist,
Motel 7:30. 6061734Calvin Klein, Gloria mowers including the
BR, 12x52, 3 miles out, Washer and dryer 753-3119.
boat, 50 h.p. Mercury ceiling fans, electrical
9956.
Vanderbilt, Lee. Evan new Hi-wheel push. See
land, well, septic tank & hookup, low utilities. AT Hardin 2 BR's engine & trailer. No plumbing, fencing You
Picone, Chic, Levi. us before you buy. Stokes
shed. 753-0369 or 753- Lease and deposit re- down, 2 small upstairs, reasonable offer will be name it. I do it You
Espirt, 100's more. Tractor, 753-1319
quired. Call 759-1503.
REPS NEEDED
buy, I install. You
5536.
I bath, living room, big refused. Phone 437-4493
ODD
jobsbuild
decks.
Purchase
price
$14,100
tor business occounts Full
FURNISHED 1 BR apt. kitchen, utility room
break, I fix Call 436
to $24,500. For more patios; tree trimming; 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
Terre, $60.000 $80.000 - Part
See at 100 S. 13th St.
2868 evenings
with shower on 2 double
Time. $12,000 $18.000 No
information call Ed concrete work. Phone
PAINTING- Paper
12x60 MOBILE home, 2 FURNISHED apts. lots. Must sell quickly 53. Services Offered
436-2904.
Sealing. repeat business Set
Brandt 1-405-238-9358.
Renting now. Adults $9,000. 437 1876.
your own hours. Trairang provid
2 MEN want to do yard hanging, commerical 'or
UNIQUE opportunity. OFFICE FURNITURE- BR, central heat & air, only. No
ed Cal 1 612.938 6870. M•F,
pets. Zim- ATTRACTIVE two be work_ Tree trimming, residential, Free es
near University. Nice.
NEW
shipmen
Selecting
t
builder/
of
Area
Franch
ise
8 a m to 5 p m (Central Stan
merman Apts., S. 16th droom house, includes a removal of unwanted timates, References 25
available. Provides ex- shelving- 1 load compu- Deposit required. 753-6609.
dard
dealer in some open
Available June 15. Call
stove, refrigerator, air
trees & shrubbery, mow years experience,
ter
desks,
storage
cellent
business
opporareas. High potential
FURNISHED 3 BR conditioner, and yards. light hauling
Tremon Farris 759-1987
753-3895 after 5p.m.
cabinets,
desks,
chairs,
tunity,
cash
flow
and
WORK from home $60
duplex. 15 mi. south of drapes, two storage wood for sale. Free es- ROOFING
profit in our grown
NICE
files,
2
Siding,
etc.
trailer,
BR
442-4302,
near
Cryts
investem
ent
return.
per 100 inserting enindustry.
Successful business Used Office Furniture, Murray. No pets. Call Murray, near the lake. buildings on one acre of timates. 753-0680 or 759- Concrete work, Ad
velopes information
Phone
436-2594,
if no land, located north of 1683.
ditions, Painting,
person must have 1016 Jefferson St., 489-2611.
(303)759-3200
send stamp to K.S
Murray. Asking $24,500. ALL type masonry General Carpentry
TRAILER for rent. See answer 436-2231
management back- Paducah, Ky.
Enterprises P.O. Box
EXT 2403
MUR-Cal
apts. Nor- Call 7594826.
work, block, brick. P .A. Molony
ground. sales ability OLD hand crank Vic- Kenny at Dill Electric.
1501-E Bloomfield NJ
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. FOR sale by owner, 4 concrete, driveways, 7 5 3 8 6 2 8
Free
helpful but not neces- trots with lots of re07003.
Now
renting. Equal BR brick, 2 baths, den, sidewalks, patios, house Estimates
sary. $35,100 investment cords. $150 firm. Call 29. Heating and Cooling
Housing
Opportunity. central heat 8. air, foundations, new
plus small operationg 759-1181.
REAL good 18,000 BTU
insulation, 1 acre with 2 chimneys, or chimney
capital. Call PROTECT your in- Frigidaire air con- 759-4984.
115 South 13th Street
404-354-8004.
vestment put a rubber ditioner. Phone Now renting 2 BR storage buildings. Must repair. 25 years exapartments at Em- see to appreciate. $49, perience. Free esMurray, Kentucky 02071
bed mat in your new 753-3503.
14. Want to Buy
bassy. Also, 1 BR 900. 759-9596.
timates. Call Charles
pick-up truck Stokes
502-753-3492
furnished apartments
Barnett 753-5476.
WANT to buy dark fired Tractor 753-1319.
30. Business Rentals
at other locations. Call 47. Motorcycles
APPLIANCE
tobacco base. Call 492- SLIGHT paint damage.
Flashing arrow signs COMMERCIAL build- 753-3530.
8566
1978 HONDA Twinstar SERVICE. Kenmore.
Let Rex give you a
$283 complete! Were ing, suitable for any 1 or 2 bedroom Apart- 185, very low mileage. W estinghouse.
15. Articles for Sale
price on your sep$499. Lighted, non - kind of business. Can be ment near downtown excellent condition, Whirlpool. 23 years
seen at 621 S. 4th or call Murray. Call 753-4109 or
many extras. Re- experience. Parts and
SEE the new o'rs Toro arrow $263! Nonlighted 759-1144.
tank & backhoe
tic
762-6650.
service. Bobby Hopper.
Pamper Yourself With a
asonable price. 753-0046.
push mowers at Stokes $237! Free box letters! OFFICE
work.
or
Store
Bob's
Appliance
ONE
space
beciroorh
Serfurnished
Warranty
.
Can
see
REGENCY SPA
Tractor. 753-1319.
vice. 202 S. 5th St
locally. Factory: located in Southside apartment adjoining Un- 4 9 . Used Cars
STOP those high cooling
Available in a wide range
Shopping Center aspprox iversity, 1303 Chestnut.
Business 753-4872, 43601502)842-3332, collect.
bills! Standard size
550 sq ft. Immediate Water furnished, no chil5848 i home
of shapes, sizes, and colors.
storm windows $21.25. SNAPPER mower possession $275 per mot1th dren, no
30 yrs. experience
1980 Buick
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
pets, deposit reMid -South Wholesale blades, all sizes. $6.99. Call 753-4509 or 753-6612.
quired. Call 753-3134.
Factory authorized for
Regal
Building; 342 East Wallin Hardware,
Tappan. Kelvinator and SEWING Machine Re
TAKING applications
V-6, dual exhaust,
Washington; Paris; 901- Paris, TN.
31. Want to Rent
Brown. Service on gas pair. All makes and
for Section 8. Rent
SPECIAL PRICE now on
642-2552.
tilt,
cruise, air,
and electric ranges. models. Home 8. In
to rent 2 or 3 Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
'11/7"e7-, 155773-7W; Wheel Horse rear engine WANT
stereo, great gas
microwaves, dis- dustrial Bag closing
bedroom house. BR. Apply Hilldale
trimmer now in stock at riders. 8 hp and 11 hp. preferably
h washers. re- machines Also scissor
The following tract of land is for rent with
right outside Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
mileage,
sharp,
Overstocked. See us beStokes Tractor 753-1319.
frigerators, etc. Earl sharpening 40 yrs
Murray. Single parent E qual Housing
sealed bids being accepted. Bids must be
$2800.00. Also G.E.
TWO Tilt-O-Matic post- (Ore you buy. Stokes with excellent re- Opportunity.
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- experience All work
received in the PCA /FL8 office in Paris, TN
Dishwashe
r
ing tray and index sets, Tractor 753-1319.
5341.
ferences. Rent a work• VERY nice, newly
guaranteed
Kenneth
$10.00 each. One Porta- WE have good clean 55 ing person could live painted,
no later than Thursday, June 5th 1986.
Call 759-1405
CONTRACTOR- car- Barnhill, 753 2674,
2 BR apt., 1
Verter
Model
040 gal. drums. $6 each. AG with! 759-1181.
Form known as the "Popcorn Ellis Farm"
after 3:30
pentry. painting. Big or Stella, Ky.
1/2 bath, carpeted with
Digitronic, $125.00. Call Brokers, Industrial Rd.
small we do it all. STUMP REMOVAL
range & refrigerator.
located 3 mi. northeast of Buchanan, TN.
753-6301 between 8:00 753-4533.
32. Apts for Rent
1987
CAMARO, 327 Quality work done for SERV
436-2755.
ICE.
936 acres open land as shown by ASCS
and 4:30.
automatic, good condi- less. Free estimate.
WOLFF System Tan- 2 BR apt. with reMechanically removed
office.
tion,
asking *850. 18 cu. 489-2663.
While supply lasts! 5 gal ning. Buy home and frigerator, dishwasher,
10
inches below the
ft. upright Amana DAVE'S Window
We reserve the right to reject any or all
DRIVEWAY sealer authentic commercial stove, central air & 33. Rooms for Rent
Surface, no damage to
$5.95. Mid South units wholesale, direct heat, water furnished. 2 SLEEPING rooms. freezer, $200. Call 436- Cleaning Residential. surrounding lawn
bids submitted.
Wholesale Building; 312 from mid -west dis- Quiet, nice neighbor- furnished, $65 month 2744.
commercial, one Sr two Larry Wood 7510211
Anyone interested call (901)642-4631.
East Washington; tributor. For informa- hood. $235 per month. plus deposit. 1610 Far- 1973 DODGE' Charger, story. References. 10,,
TREE WORK
Corn
Paris; 901-602-2552.
mer Ave. Call between excellent body, engine Senior Citizen discount
tion 1-800-882-7297.
759-4406.
plete removal, topping,
needs work. Call 436- 753-9873.
5p.m. & 9p.m. 759-4952.
trimming, stumps
16. Home Furnishings
2531 after 6p.m.
DELIVERY Service_ mechanically removed
34. Houses for Rent
1973 FORD LTD, 400 Murray to Ft. Campbell
rthASS BED (Kingsize)
Experienced
Larry
3 BR, 2 bath, un- C.I.D., auto, power regular shift. M-F 753- Wood 753-0211.
complete with firm
furnished house on brakes, air, $300. Call 4101 after 5:30p.m.
orthopedic mattress
UPHOLSTERY
The Newest and Bost Car Lot
re
Martin Chapel Rd. Call, 753-1745 after 6p.m.
set. Never used, still in
FENCE sales at Sears asonable rates for
1078
CHEVY
door;
4
436-2357.
carton. Cost over $1200.
now.
Call Sears 753-2310 automotive, furniture,
In The Purchase
must sell. $385 cash.
3 BR house, 1612 1976 Buick 4 door; 1973 for free estimate for marine upholstery
We
Pontiac
ConsIgnmen
4
door.
Best
Call 1-554-0462.
your
needs.
Calloway. Also, 1 room
Mid South Upholstery,
Move'Em
LIGHT brown vinyl
efficiency apt. 1603 offer. Call 753-5233 after GENERAL HOME 410 S. 4th St 753 6316
Lot
.m.
6
College Farm Rd. Call
Lazy Boy. Purchased in
REPAIR. 15 years exNeed to
That Car, We'll Move It
1979 DODGE Omni. perience. Carpentry. WET BASEMENT'' We
753-2506.
March. $125. Call 753make wet basements
Need to Buy That Car. Come Buy
Needs
work.
Thursday, Juno 5. 1986 -6 p.m.
Call
4892996.
concrete. plumbing.
3 BR houses on
dry. Work completely
roofing, siding. NO JOB
Sycamore & Main. 2605.
WHIRLPO 0 L
guaranteed
Call or
FIOUSE AND THREE LOTS
Lease or lease with 1980 BUICK LeSabre TO SMALL. Free es- write
MICROWAVE ovens as
Morgan Con
option to buy. Call 4-dOor, asking $1,000. timates. Days 753-6973.
low as $4 per week; 25"
IN PINE BLUFF SHORES ON KENTUCKY LAKE
Downtown Murray, 4th & Poplar
struction Co Rt 2, Box
753-4109 or 762-6650 or 1979 Chevrolet S/W. nights 474-2276.
Magnavox color TV as
Location: 16 miles south of Murray, Kenor call 759-1211
409A, Paducah, Kv
asking $1,500 or make INSULATION
436-2844.
low as $7 per week;
blown
in
42001 or call 1 442 7026
tucky,6 miles northeast of New Concord off
Whirlpool automatic
NOUSE near Pine Bluff offer. 759-1602.
by Sears. TVA ap- WILL
do bushhogging
Hwy. 121 on Hwy. 444.
washer as low as $6 per
Shores. Call 436-2811 1980 OLDS Cutlass. proved. Save on those
Supreme, good condition. high heating and cool- and order gardens. Call
If you have been looking for that special
week; Whirlpool reafter 6p.m.
753 8590
frigerator as low as $8
NEW 3 BR with large Can be seen at National ing bills. Call Sears
hideaway on the lake, look no furtherl This
Thursda
Guard Armory Murray. 753-2310 for free WILL haul white rock,
y,
June
per
5th,
week.
1986
Goodyear
garage,
2
walk-in
closets,
is the place for youl This cozy retreat is
sand, lime, rip rap and
753-0696.
estimate
appliances. Quiet Best offer call 436-5462.
at 10 a.m.
nestled in the woods allowing for plenty of
masonary sand, coal,
neighborhood. Call after 1981 MONTE Carlo, JOINER'S
complete dirt, gravel, fill sand
19. Farm Equipment
cool shad* in the long summer months.
At the late Mr. Tommie Dee Atkins farm
automatic. air, $3500.
5:30p.m. 753-6821.
tree service, 32 yrs
Call Roger Hudson.
POLE buildingsThe home itself is a 12.x42. Monarch
NEWLY redecorated, Phone 759-1187 after experience
home on Gibbs Store Road. Take South
Also, 753 4545 or 753 6763
5:30p.m.
24'x40'completely erecsmall.
mobile horn* with a gable roof and a
2
BR
house.
S
stumps mechanically
16th St. in Murray, Ky. Follow 3 or 4 mile
ted $3,750, entrance
10th St. Highest heat bill 1982 OLDS 98 Regency. removed 10" below WILL mow yards 8. do
12:20' addition. It includes a largo living
house painting inside
to Gibbs Store Rd. Watch for Auction sign.
door and 12'x8' end
V-8 with auto overdrive,
140.
$210
plus
deposit.
surface. Call 753 0366
room, 12.x20 don, eat-in kitthen, on*
outside Phone 644 1498,
slider included. Other
4 door, gray, all extras.
Call 753-0157 after 6p.m.
Antiques, collector items and good
LEE'S
CARPE
T
P 0 Box 1201, Paris,
bedroom with large closet, utility room,
sizes available. Blitz
NICE, well insulated Extra nice. $6800 or best CLEANING
usuable furniture.
For all Tn 38242
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428one bath and a redwood deck to the rear
house, large utility offer. 753-4522 or 436- your carpet 8. upholst
4009 KY 1-800-792-3498
3 piece mahogany bedroom suite - nice
2132
room, garage, garden
of the home. It has central LP gas heat and
IN.
1985 AUDI 4000S. Silver, ery cleaning For a free
oak bedroom suite - other old bedroom suite
Near Murray. Couples
central air conditioning,a gas space heater.
ROOFING
estimate call 753 5827
313.000.
Days 527-7807.
$200.
No
pets.
- hidabed couch - coffee and end tables Re20. Sports Equipment
Satisfied references
window air unit, carpet and vinyl floors,
Metal
& Shingles
after
7p.m.
527-3025.
ferences.
Deposit.
753R.C.A. color t.v. - odd chairs - small 6 leg
BKOWNING Citori over
paneling throughout and a stove and side
Aluminum & Vinyl
1986 MAZDA SE5, 20,000 LICENSED Electrician
7551.
table
• small desk and chair - fancy twin bed
& under 12 gauge, top
by side refrigerator.
miles. Must sell $5,500. for residential and
Siding
commercial
grade, excellent condiHeating
37. Livestock-Supplies
- floor lamp - vanity and table lamps - large
Call 753-8898.
There Is also a detached carport with
Free estimates.
tion $550 firm. Call
and air condition, gas
wall mirror- nice maple table - 6 chairs PERFORMANCE
storage, and a 12z24' boat and storage
installation and repair
759-4663
50 Used Trucks
Call
759-1600
TESTED Simmental
maple hutch - breakfast set, auto. washer
garage. The back yard is completely fent.
Phone 753 7203
1963
and
RANCHER
Maine
-Anjou
22
O,
Musical
looks
nice
frost
free
ref.
- electric stove - eleced for privacy and safety.
crossbred service age good. runs regularly,
PIANO Spinet used.
tric fans & heaters. small corner cabinet
The beautiful Kentucky Lake is less than
bulls. Only the very top easy to restore Make a
Rebuilt Grand Pianos.
3
round
top
trunks
feather
beds - 1 flat
performance bulls of- bid Call 753-6505.
a quarter of mile away for those who enNew, used organs.
top
fered for sale. All bulls 1084 CHEVROLET
trunk - old pictures & frames - small 4
Conert Grand piano
boy swimming and has several docks in the
health tested and Custom Van. low mileleg table - small 6 leg table - old baby
used. Lonardo Piano
area for people who onloy boating, skiing
guaranteed. Broadbent age. local Call 753-8372
Co. next to Penney's.
stroller - old costume jewelry - cheese hoop
and other water sports.
Farms, Cadiz. KY. after 6p.m
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Paris, Tenn.
- granite pieces - shoe last - lantern 42211 (Day) 235-5182 1985 4-WHEEL drive
Don't lot this one got away' This is your
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
&
kerosene
lamps
Night
fine old dresser with bevel
235-5170
24. Miscellaneous
Chevrolet Scottsdale.
chance to buy where you set the price, The
OVER
mirror
child's
rocker
11
Call
759-1737
flat
H.P.
irons
or
tractor
753-0747
old
mower.
iron
property will sell to the highest bidder
38. Pets-Supplies
20 Vt ARS
36" cut, electric start &
door stop - old toy guns - green depression
'72 CFIEVY Van. 6 cyl ,
regardless of price!
EXPERIM(I
ARC
Black
lights; window air conLab
pup.
3
speed
Call
436-2594.
cookie jar - other green & pink depression
Call Today For Your Inspection,
hunting parents. 6 .78 CHF:VY 4x4.
STOP BY AND SEE
ditioner, 220 volts;
shorf
- amber Irish pieces - stone pieces - other
Terms: 20% down day of sale with
weeks old June 1
dualtherm oil heater;
OUR
NEW
wheel base, 350 c i
SHOW ROOM
•
old
pieces of glass - set of egg shell china
Benton 354-8714
•
used doors. windows &
balance on delivery of deed within 30 days.
auto. lockouts. 14' lift.
409
SUNBUR
Y
CIRCLE
- other set of china - Bavarian china pieces
storm windows Phone
PUPPIES- ARC Old new Gumbo mudders, •
•
Owner: frank J. Wainscot? and Hazel E.
436-2594.
English Sheep dogs. new headers & exhaust. .MURRAY, KY 42071
- odd glass bowls - flat ware - table cloths
753-5940•
Wainscot?.
$250 AKC Pekinese. Always garaged Never •
1"x6"x6' CEDAR fenc- quilts & blankets - new Hoover vacuum
Watch
the
for
date
of
our
Open
House •
All information contained heroin was
$175 Poodle pups, no mudded 86,000 firm
ing $1 65 ea. Mid-South
•••• OOOOO ••••••••••••
cleaner - hanging light - stone crock - bean
derived from reliable sources end is deempapers. $100 Call 1-502- 753-0653 after 6p m.
Wholesale Building: 342
scales - picnic table - pots & pans - small kit879-8532
East Washington:
ed to be correct. however, It is not
'RI CHEN,
' Scottsdale. 41
chen appliances - footed dutch oven Paris; 901-642-2552.
REGISTERED Pointer cyl . LWB. PS_ air.
guaranteed end does not constitute. pert
bird
dog
Hopkins Insurance Agency
puppies.
2
1
For
/
2
"
carpenter
x 4'x 2
56.000 mi , new tires &
tools, hand & garden tools - yard
of subsequent contract end is form informamore info call 492-8607. battery Sharp truck
sHEETROCK $6.25
furniture
many
other
items
not
listed.
Auctional purposes only.
leave a messaje please
Mid -South Wholesale
$4500 Call 9-5 753-4078.
LIFE
tion held rain or shine. Not responsible for
Building; 312 East
LKC Rat
er pup- after 5p m. 436-24106
SUPPLEM
accidents. Lunch available. For more inforENTAL
CANCER
Washington, Paris, 901pies. Phone 502-527-7906
ONE owner. 1977 Chev
mation & your auction needp phone 435-4144,
INTENSIVE CARE
642.2552.
Cheyenne 1/2 T pick up
41
Public Sales
AG Brokers has
Lynn Grove, Ky.
with camper top, pa. pb.
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
HEALTH
vegetable crop oil for $5
ac Cali 753-6557
511 Paris Road
Maytiald, Ky. 42066
a gallon Industrial Rd
Cotner ' 3th N ,'L
28, 10 a.m.. 14.room
Phone ($02) 247.1385
753-4533.
Steamboat Gothic home
115 South 13th
704 H.C. Mathis Or.
drive.
TILLERS.
chain
Paducah. Ky. 42001
& antiques. Kurtz AucLicensed & Bonded in Ky. gt Tenn.
Phenol,(302) 442.7269
Murray Ky 42071
5 h p Briggs & Stratton
tion Realty, P 0 Box air. 22 ft long. excellent
engines, *299 99 Wallin
C.W. Shelton, Auctionsitsr
216. Marion, Kentucky condition Priced to sell
41281
cr,o2) 753 6202
Hardware. Paris. TN
42064 i 5021965-2220
Call 247-7739
DO you need a job &
hope for the future? You
may qualify if you
DON'T have a GEL) or
High School diploma &
are between 16 & 22
years old
Call us
between 8 - 1 :30
Mon.-Fri. JTPA 7539378. We need mechanics. maintenance &
secretarial trainees.

NEED babysitter for 10
yr. old boy during
summer months, 7a.m.3:30p.m. Prefer someone with children same
age. 759-1071.
PAINTERS. Must have
2 years or more ex•
perience. Steady work.
Call 753-0839 between
7a.m.-5p.m. 753-0839.
num drivers! Drive
with pride! Excellent
equipment and benefits.
Apply Poole Truck
Line. Crestline Dr.
Henderson, Kentucky
or 1408 Lebanon Rd..
Nashville. TN. EOE.
WANTED 30 overweight
people serious about losing 10 • 29 pounds in 30
days. 100 percent
guaranteed. Call 762-4003.
WANTED immediatelysports reporter for
weekly newspaper.
Must have journalism
background, own & be
use of-a
35mm camera. Send
resume to P.O. Box 185
Benton, Ky. 42025.
WANTED sales personnel for South Western Ky. & Tenn. $262
weekly salary plus! No
experience necessary.
Will train. Must have
own transportation. For
appointment call
502-247-6577 or 502-2476604.

s3

CARPENTER wants
work. Call Rick Brunner 436-2922. Reasonable rates & references.
EXPERIENCED mother
will babysit in my home.
Excellent references.
Reasonable rate. Part
time or full time. Call
753.5417.
MOTHER available for
summertime daycare
or occasional babysitting. Low rates, flexible
hours. Call Kathi 7539277.
WILL do yard work,
hauling & mowing. Will
give references. Call
after 4e.m. 753-7997.
WILL set with elderly.
Call for more information
753-4590.
YARD maintenance lawns mowed, shrubs
shaped and trimmed.
General yard clean up
and trash removal.
Gardens tilled. Adam
Larsen 474-8848.

International
Metal Building
Manufacturer

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

MURRAY
HOT TUBS AVN
- ,4
'4

753-9224

Land For Rent

INTRODUCING

ABSOCUTE AUCTION

Double D

Estate Auction

Onung.s.

C. O sizeit„„

Treriar-crlizre

Dan Miller -Auctioneer

si. Campers
PROWLER. factoryimirre;

ere

•
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Business that began with a fruit jar book now flourishing
REIDLAND. Ky. I AP ) —
After more than 20 years in the
business. Bill Schroeder thinks
they'd know better.
"SORRY WE DON'T SELL
RETAIL OR SELL BOOKS
FROM THIS BUILDING,"
reads the sign on his front door.
"Hardly a week goes by that
someone doesn't bring a load of
old books and want to know what
they're worth." he said."They
say they're sent by the library,
which means they don't know
what we do here, either."
• Schroeder, president of
Schroeder Publishing Co. at
Reidland, has, in his own words.
"carved a nice little niche" in
the publishing business. The au-

dience: connoisseurs, and
unemotional buyers and sellers,
of antiques and other
collectibles.
Sales of this year's 64 titles, 38
of those new products, from
Schroeder's Collector Books
division will surpass 1 million.
Preparation of the books and
handling of orders associated'
with that volume will continue _
the need each weekday for a
Postal Service truck to be parked on the lot, eliminating constant drives to the post office.
This business was started not
on the ground floor, but below:
in the basement of the house in
which he and his wife. Meredith,
were living in 1964.

Transition team named
for newspaper takeover
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gannett Co. Inc., which expects to
complete purchase in mid-July
of The Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times newspapers,
announced Monday the naming
of a transition team to work with
the papers' executives and staff.
The transition team, named
by Gannett president and chief
executive officer John J. Curley,
is to be headed by Richard Bottorf, a Gannett vice president
for operations. Bottorf is former
president and publisher of the
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press.
The team will also include
Harry H. Browning, president of
the Newspaper Printing Corp.,

the joint operating agency for
the Nashville Tennessean and
Banner; Gordon Black, advertising director of the Des Moines
Register; and John Seigenthaler, president and publisher
of the Nashville Tennessean and
editorial director of USA Today.
It was announced on May 19
that Gannett would acquire the
Louisville papers.
When the acquisition of The
Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times is completed, Gannett
will publish 93 daily
newspapers, including USA Today. It also operates eight television stations and 15 radio
stations.
.7

Schroeder, then a chemical
operator at Pennwalt Corp., had
started buying and selling coins
for extra income. In 1964. a weak
market caused him to add canning jars, and copies of a price
guide about them, to his
inventory.
"I found out these farm ladies
didn't want to sell their canning
jars, and they didn't want to buy
any more. But, they did want to
know how much they were
worth."
Thinking that he could do a
better job, he researched, wrote,
illustrated and published, with
borrowed money, his first "A
Thousand Fruit Jars Priced and
Illustrated." The first press run
of 5,000 was exhausted, then the
second as orders began coming
in hundreds at a time.
"Really crude, but it was a
seller. It would be
good
seller. We don't print it
_
anymore.
"I don't print $3.95 books."
The business moved to
Reidland in 1974, when he quit
Pennwalt and made it an fulltime job.
The scope of the business, and
Schroeder's national prominence in the publishing
business geared to collectibles,
has continued to grow.
Emyl Jenkins, owner of a
Raleigh, N.C., appraisal firm
and writer of the syndicated
"Ask an Appraiser" column,
said Schroeder "has made a
significant contribution to
literature. "He has brought onto the national market a lot of information the lay person has needed
for years."
'Schroeder's top-selling book,
••Schroeder's Antique Price

THE ACES®
BOBBY WOLFF
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have been the first governor who
could not fill every spot on every
board with her own selections.
Collins was reportedly behind a
failed attempt by the 1986
General Assembly to return that
full appointive power to the
governor.
Lawrence Pedley, the Louisville attorney representing Collins in the case, said the governor has not told him whether she
wants to appeal the lower court
ruling.
Former Gov. Bert T. Combs,a
member of the Council on Higher Education, said the issue
should at least be taken to the
Court of Appeals.
The matter is not yet finished
in circuit court. Former Judge
Henry Meigs said he has asked
Corns to let five university
board members intervene in the
case.
Meigs said he represents two

UK trustees and three trustees
at the University of Louisville
who want to ask Corns to alter
his ruling. The five board
members were appointed by
Brown to six-year terms.
If the ruling stands, Collins
could make 51 appointments to
governing boards, including 13
at UK, where a search is under
way for a replacement for retiring President Otis Singletary.
Collins has denied persistent
rumors that she is interested in
the UK presidency.
Several current board
members said a wholesale turnover of governing boards would
be disruptive.
"It would be a travesty to bring a bunch of new people in."
said U of L chairman Gene
Gardner. "It wouldn't lend any
continuity to the governance of
the university."

Read the want ads daily
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
Beasley, Paducah, Irma LaFoltette, Murray, Virginia Strohecker, Horse Cave and Frank Nichols, Benton.
Haw the case is eventually
decided will have a major impact on how the eight state
universities are governed and
could determine the selection of
presidents at the University of
Kentucky and Morehead State
University.
Corns' ruling only said that
future board appointments must
be for a maximum of four years.
It did not specifically address
what should be done about
trustees and regents now serving six-year terms.
Corns said he was not asked to
rule on that issue and considers
the case closed.
The suit was filed by James
Morris, a Frankfort real estate
agent and auctioneer who is a
close ally of Collins. who was the
sole defendant in the case.
Under the law, Collins would

"I just knew I wanted to be a
part of it," and the American
Quitter's Society was born.
Some ideas don't bear such
results. Remember the beer-can
collecting craze of teen-agers in
the late '70s? Schroeder does.
A price guide sold more than
30,000 copies, but eventually
"you couldn't give a beer-can
book away I don't know what
those kids did with all those beer
cans."
Another lemon: "I published a
barb-wire book. Needless to say,
it's out of print."
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Dummy and declarer had a good
argument about the best way to
crash today's high trumps. Though
both players were loud, neither had
the right answer.
South won his club king and led a
sly trump toward dummy's queen,
hoping that West would hop up nervously if he held K-5. West had an
easy play of his singleton ace and all
hopes of crashing the trump honors
disappeared. As a result, the defense won two diamonds and two
trumps for down one.
"You should have ruffed the first
club and led dummy's queen of
trumps," lectured North. "If East
covers, the honors crash and you
make the game."
-Reverse the holdings and I have
the same chance," countered South.
And both were wrong..
East would have been a fool to
cover with K-5. What could he possibly promote in partner's hand?
West would also have had an easy
duck if he held K-5 and South had
led toward dummy.If South held the
trump ace, why didn't he play it or
take a finesse?
The best plan is to ruff the first
club and finesse in hearts. After
South finds good luck in the suit, he
establishes dummy's fourth heart
and ruffs a club to enter dummy. On
the last heart, South discards a diamond and, regardless of what the
defense does. South escapes with the
loss of only three tricks.

Boards...

to a flea market and buy. They
go and photograph museums —
stuff you never see."
Schroeder said attention to
trends in collecting is vital to
identifying potential audiences.
About three years ago, a
paper salesman mentioned that
another publisher had purchased I million pounds of paper for
a quilting book.
"I tucked that away in the
back of my mind. Later, one of
my competitors came by on a
brain-picking trip and said.'Are
you printing any quilt books?'

•

•

"Arguments are to be avoided; they
are always vulgar and often
convincing."
— Oscar Wilde.

Guide," which is entering its
fifth edition, has won a sizeable
readership against well.
established guides intended for
the same buyers, Jenkins said.
Schroeder and Jenkins agreed
that Collector Books, based in
western Kentucky, is better
suited to fill collectors' needs
than New York City-based
firms.
"New York publishers don't
understand mid-America,"
Schroeder said. "Our books
carry something you can go Out
and find — something you can go
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6-3-A
NORTH
•Q 9 7 4 2
V J 9 87
•Q J 10 8
4- - EAST
WEST
•K 5
4A
•R 5 4
•6 32
•A 9 6
•K 5 4 2
•8 7 6 4 2
•QJ 1093

SOUTH
•J 10 8 6 3
V A Q 10
•7 3
•A K 5
Vulnerable: East-West. Dealer:
South.
The bidding:
See* • West
Pass
1•

North
4•

•
•
•

East
All pass
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• • • • • • •
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Opening lead: Club queen
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•
•
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BID WITH THE ACES

•

•

•
OOO

South holds:

•

•

•
•

•K 5
•R 5 4
•A 9 6
•8 7 6 4 2
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114-11

North
I•

•

•

•

•

•

•

South

ANSWER: One diamond Too strati'
for two clubs and too weak foi
three Bid one diamond to force s
rebid, and decide how to proced
later (no-trump or clubs).
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